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Chemists Turn ’Electronic Artists’ at DS
Non -Objective Canvases
Designed by Computer

and
telttrk,
’ad-

By JOHN GUSTAFSON
!about the work being done ill -le
Is the day near when the elec- with the electronic computer.
tronic computer will furnish our
"Maybe we can get our computer and Picasso’s machine tohomes with original art?
Two events occurred this week te-thee" she ventured. Then, jokwhich made the idea seem less ingly, she suggested. "We’ll get
and less far-fetched. One was at our art as we eliminate the artist
altogether!"
San Jose State.
A group in the Chemistry DeIt was Mrs. Sh ogren who
partment revealed yesterday that thought up the whole idea in the
it has been working on a "(no- first place. Just before the Easter
gram" that will allow an electronic break, she was being shown the
computer to design original non- IBM "1620" computer by Jim Larobjective art.
sen, graduate student in chemistry,
Just a few days before, Pablo who works part-time lit the colPicasso and Edmund Morretti an- lege’s computer center.
nounced in Nice, France, that they
Asked what she wanted the comInvented a machine to "paint" art. puter to do, Mrs. Shogren thought
Their machine Is operated by a minute and said, "Can it come
pressing a key, which stands for up with a design for a pietwer
a coke. When the key is pressed,
The first ones were "kind of
color shoots out onto the canvas, rough," what Dr. Ralph Fessenallowing the artist to "paint den, assistant professor of chemfaster," they said.
istry, now describes as "early comMrs. Joan Shogren, secretary in puter." Dr. Fessenden and his wife
the Chemistry Department office,
(Continued on Page 64
is writing to Picasso to tell him
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Spartana
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

FEEDING information about balance, (-Joao.. C., and center
of interest" into this IBM Computer is Jim Larser graduate student in chemistry who works in the college’s computer center.
Looking at the finished products, "computer art," are Larsen
Marvin Coon, Dr. Ralph Fessneden and Mrs. Joan Shogren.
Samples of the "art" go on display Monday in the Spartan
Bookstore.

Values Less Attached
To Culture Rogers
Its I ()1(11..,T ( %11)1

duct /try values, Furthermore, these
contradictions make the individual cling to his own values more
rigidly. Dr. Rogers said, "We force
ourselves from ourselves.
"The process of maturity in the
older person is similar to that in
infant." said Dr. Rogers. ’The
a of evaluatien comes back
dhin the person, so that outside
.etions are not as important.
da criterion now is whether or
a new experiences make the person a more complete individual."
A s a vonsequence. Dr. Rogers
’ that persons moving toward
;nness
in experiencing reality
rire
eornmonality in vaTrie.
:.,tians.
But there :nay be
-.
wit hin
the human being
be u lestra1)1,- Ill
1:
ery,
if Ilea eel, I’ve to choose.
There is a deep and underlying
thread of commonality which is
constant across time and culture,"
It, said

Coca-Cola culture has become the
acme of desirability." said Dr. Carl
Rogers, noted psychologist and pi No. 115 oneer in client -centered therapy,
Vol. 50
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last night in a lecture in the
:Men’s Gym.
Dr. Rogers’ talk concluded the
fifth annual Convention of ee
Spartan Psychology Associa. 1.
Ile clieetissed "A alodern Viet% ei
Values."
In his lecture, Dr. Rogers traced
Dr. Laurence D. Haskew, vice
the maturing of the human beunrs!
chancellor of the University of
and how it affects his value j ...The start of Greek Week and the !where she has visited the leading ently the head of the SJS Music Texas, is principal speaker for the
ments.
aa beginning of spring will get musical centers and attended mu- Department. Prior to his arrival Founder’s Iaay program on TuesSeveral thousand alumnigrail "The infant has a definite
it send -’,if tonight with a burst sic festivals.
at SJS he was supervisor of muuates as far back as 1893- -wit 1 proach to values," he said.
day.
song.
Prof. Francis Brooks of the sic for the Tucson Public Schools
return to campus next week t o instance, hunger has a neg,..
He will speak at 10:30 a.m. in
Nineteen h* de: groups will ex- Speech and Drama Department in Arizona and chairman of the
greet old classmates and favorit e value, Mule affection and sate, at
- their toMusic Education Department at Concert Ilall on the topic, "The instructors during San lose State’ s have a pOSIIIVe
.n the keen cointhe University of Arizona. He has Goal is Teachers."
rour division and
!annual Spring Alumni Week, with
Dr. Rogers noted that here the
written several books on classerizes at "Sparta
Classes will be dismissed at activities scheduled for Monday infant is utilizing the wisdom of
of
music.
teaching
room
Auditorium at !
his body, a process which in lain10:20 a.m. and will resume after through Saturday.
Wanted: sophomore swititogy
Highlight of the reunions
The evening’s theme will be the ceremonies.
maturity the individual abandons
for
Outstanding
apply
to
major
have been chosen.
be that of the Golden Grads. only to repossess it in adulthood
a j r "Let’s Make Believe We’re . . ."
The ceremonies in Concert Hall alumni who have been graduated
-0Ji background,. to Sophomore Sociology
The living groups have chosen
’The locus of the evaluative pro,
award,
will be followed by a luncheon in from SJS for .30 years or more.
Zi,lips on
1 heir I I
their -endings" and will be COSS’ ess lies within himself," said Di
the patio of the Education BuildRequirement’, Include 3.0 uuN
;111form and appim
Two
1893
graduates
and
one
Rogers.
tinned appropriately.
"The infant is not inflii
ing. Brief dedication exercises will
staae personality an grade point average and a
For example: The Wendy Glen be held following the luncheon. each from 1894 and 1899 are among enced hy his parents the church
0 le the rlirecter.
3.0 (.1’1 in unite of seetology
the
nearly
100
expected
to
attend
or Madison Aven,ie. He wo,ild
are go- Guided tours of the building will
ow oho feel women and their hashers
director. 51 attacks completed. area
the Golden Grad Luncheon, Sat- laugh at .1111’ concern for values. , F. Stanton nor Dr. Bud R. HutchHawaii" and have be available.
should cen- ing to be "In
61 parts -blending 111..3 may he
urday. May 11.
"As the infant grows, however. inson "had any right to reappointmade floral shifts of teerycloth
All are invited to attend the
dynamics, 81 tone time Or. James Blackwell in
Special interest events its the he begins to interject the value ment" to the SJS faculty. ruled
Orchid leis are being flown in dedication program. Seats will be
diction, 10) arrange- IA211 by Tuesday.
from Hawaii, and the fellows, who provided in the area adjacent to form of luncheons, banquets, open piagniewf ,thers." The reason Superior Court Judge Edwin J.
, iba ID originality.
are Hawaiian. will be wearing the patio and on the balconies houses and seminars are sched- for t his. said Dr R ,gers, is the Owens Wednesday in a memoranuled for next week to enable individual", desire fur affection. ,dtim opinion on their fight
Robinson. one has done a great deal of singing their "usual" Hawaiian garb.
for
overlooking it.
alumni to see new facilities and ’’Ti maintain love and acceptance, reinstatement.
0,1in. viola, cham- in concert work and on the radio,
Tickets are at the door and in
The
Spartan
Daily
will
publish
the latest innovations in their the person reliremishes the locus
inesic appreciation, and will also he a judge. He has,
Judge Owens based his decision
Acid at the Julliard been soloing for 15 years and has front of the bookstore and cafe- a special color supplement next various fields.
of value systems within himself on the fact that both Stanton and
Tuesday to celebrate Founder’s
Special attraction for alumni anci lets others decide his vi Iiies,’ Hutehinson a ere
I ale. Since 1949 she taught choral music in high schoo1.1 teria for 75 cents with an ASH
serving as proDay. The 40-page supplement will with teaching backgrounds will he
osei each summer
Dr. Hart Icy D. Snyder is plies- card. $1 without.
hat tone ev teachers.
contain a history of the teacher a national exhibit on programmed he said.
Thus, the individual comes to
’-As probationary teacher., serveducation at SJS and an overall instruction and teaching machines,
regard as his own the values in- , ing a one-year contract, the colhistory of the San Jose State cam- to he on display Tuesday through
terjected by other groups. The, lege president could refuse to
pus
in stories and photos.
Friday in the Education Building. criterion is the degree which these renew their employment
without
A recognition dinner held by values will allow himself to be cause." Judge Owens
noted
the Nursing Department Monday ’loved or accepted.
Stanton’s attorney. John E.
from 6-9 p.m. will open the week’s , Dr. Rogers emphasized that Thorne. said the
state Attorney
activities,
"there are often discrepancies be- General’s office must file a formal
Open houses are scluxbiled by tween values and experiences. nit judgment within
an approximate
the following departments:
the person must maintain his sal- tWoo-WPOk period and then Stanton
AudinXisual Service Center. lies or else his value system will a ill have "30
days or so" to appeal
daily and evenings Monday through collapse." In other words, modern
Certainly something will he
Friday: Engineering Di \ isien I: fu"
’
,
id Thorne.
Thursday 7-9:30 p.m., Friday ’2
The glitter of gold and the soft5:30 p.m., Satin-day 2-5 p.m : 1.1
ness of candlelight will set the dustrial Arts Department. 9 a.m..
mood for the Spring Formal Fri- 12 noon Saturday: and the AeroSaturday
day, May 10. The annual dance, nautics Department.
sponsored by the Social Affair’s May 11, in the new building of the
San Jose Municipal Airport, Is,
Committee, will be held at the
tu -I! pi
Sheraton -Palace Hotel in San
s’itj streets surrounding the San
Tomorroa night Lambda Chi
Francisco from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
se State campus once again are Alpha’s I ’reserini Girl will tei
seri ina, as a practice track far ’26 clue ned during the
Bids, free to ASH card holders,
fraternity’s
are available now at the Student
.organizations preparing for cont. Crescent Ball at the Hilton Inn
i petition in the 13th annual Push- San Francisco International
Affairs Tbisinees Office. BI, at
AirCa liternit gold fields, cart Relays set for one week from port.
will he available in front of th
bookstore Monday, 9 a.m to
.,
s Fort and the cities of today.
Competine for the right to rile
eeakt on. Coloma and Placerville , Today, and the remainder of the
p.m
suer the relajs are tidy Shaw,
"The Spring Formal is a great ’ Hangtown I will he inelwied on weekend, Lambda Chi Alpha fraAlpha Phi, Linda Weigert.
opportunity for students el have !it lour set for Thursday. May IR. ternity brother’s, sponsers and diGamma. Betty Jo Wheat lea., Kip.
a fret. and (mew:Able eVPIlIn{.: In ; a.nd spensered by the Internationfil rectors of the competition,
will , pa Alpha Theta: Brenda
VaienSan
Frencisco," said
latrettal Student Center
continue to check and ruppowe ;
tine. Gamma Phi Beta, N4Iney
Amerian, committee chairman.
Tour
cost
which inclu des carts entering the relays, accord1,
Ernie Heekscher and his 12- it ransportation, a breakfast of do- , ing to Steve Beardslee piimicit Cooke, Kappa Kappa Gamma; and
,Kaihy "ogb,eist. sigma Kappa
piece Fairmont Orchestra will play nuts and coffee and a hag lunch--- ’ director for the event,
one id the first duties of t hufor the ASRspon.soresi event.
s $7.
The safety inspections are
helhglnew Crescent (-11r1 will be an rip T.rn
b,,
Emphasizing that the dance is
The group will leave the San enntheited at the fraternity house, pe,trahee
oit the sot Pares slim
not formal, Miss Amerian said Jose State (-anima it 6 am. and it S
J1 DING BIDS FOR THE SPRING FORMAL
from 9 tam. to 2:30 p.m. in front of the booknth St. The lir"ther also i<Nrx
rhann,t 11, at
11.^,
that proper attire is dressy dress shreild return twee, een and 7 pci "ill
Onre. Sittinq are, cleteaseite, Gary Wescnmbe,
memberk of the Snciel Affairs Committee.
to
ft,’" .’i’"t’ Wodne.(1.1S, aft,srnwm
Key faster" of the evening will
’..410,11 in Adro eart etstels -pie-de-ate-els
Sigteips
Lynette D4WArl, Jerk Rada/ant, rynthia naprtle,
Anno.91 avenf is IlafArl ler nerf rrieley hem
eetlined
The I .,
.
o.d’h
he the Announcement of Larraele 201, r.ffirr nit Di Phillip Petal, ’In (tic eti.rs. frallts.
Reis Ornellet. Donna Maher and Walt Ynanri
fie 1
m. 44 the ckerefonrelece Heed
Chi Alpha Posheart ROlArs
,etettel and
foreign ...tweets adviser, or al she
’)it Franc,wo Bids are free to AS8 card
man. In Om Inarigrounel sr. Rrtjre MseDnneel
("Inc 4af,tv ell"k reqinres earl)
expleiti I’
ners The races are slated for Intern Ational Student Center. s’Y driver to step his cart
helders and available at the Student Affairs
Reidy, t)rneeedand Loretta Arnerian, committee and dance
within a
Friday, May 10,
IL.vness Office, 81. Bids will be available Monday
5-71R0
,’(i.5 urndistance.
chairman,
(Conlimo...1 on l’airr 1)

’Sparta Sings’ Heralds Greek Week; Principal Speaker
Texas Educator
Nineteen Living Groups To Compete

Banquets,
Seminars
For Alumni

Sociology Award

Stanton, Prof,
Pleas Turned Down

Glitter, Candlelight
To Create Annual
Spring Ball Mood

Campus Groups Prepare
For Annual Pushcart Relays

Gold Fields Site
For Coming Tour
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’Some SJS Students
Helpful, But.

By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

Editor:
Coming to SJS for the first
time last fall I was very much
impressed alth the warm cheer! ul welcome extended me by
State students. Their honorable,
trustworthy and friendly nature
greatly encouraged me. Long
live helpful SJS students.
Howeser, the thought of the
dirty rat who stole my purse,
which contained $40 plus other
important material, from the
dressing room of the women’s
gym several weeks ago leaves
me slightly depressed.
Bev Beeksbead
A926I

I Was a Teenage Flunkie
From the looks of the swing social schedule at SJS It would
in that the administrations problems will be nonesdstant by
next fall. For by my careful, accurate calculations there will be
204% students returning in September. The rest will have either
flunked out or left the area to become honorary members of the
Jet set
This Is a shame. Students who let their grades slide for selfish.
social motives are to be severely reprimanded. I wish someone had
reprimanded me earlier. I wish I had been warned. I’m flunking
six units just trying to be an average society editor and cover half
of the goings-on bere.
The staff has promised me a dozen red roses. That’s the least
It can do.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sylvia Hart. junior interior decoration major from Watsonville,
to Loren Eckhardt, former SJS student and assistant manager for
Avis Rent -a -Car. from Watsonville. Their wedding date has been
set for July 6.
Margaret Burhams, senior elementary education major from
Berkeley, to Frank Henget, Tau Delta Phi, senior elementary education major fruni Hayward. An August wedding is tentatively planned.
Barbara Copeland, Alpha Chi Omega, senior kindergartenprimary major from Palo Alto, to Bill Wendt, Phi Sigma Kappa,
senior pre-law major from San Jose. The couple will be married
Aug. 24.
Emily Livsey. Delta Zeta, sophomore sociology major from San
Jose, to DeWitt C. ’Isranberg, employee with FMC Corp., from Campbell. Aug. 4 %ill be their wedding day.
Tess Ackes, senior sociology major from Pomona, to Tom
Chem. graduate in advertising from Moundsville, W. Va. A Nov.
30 wedding is being planned.
Elaine Morris, Delta Zeta, junior kiruiercrarten-primary major
from Sunnyvale, to Stephen Snow, junior education major from
Sunnyvale.
Sandy Enkema, Alpha Omicron Pi, junior education-speech correction major from Berkeley, to Roger Shubert, senior engineering
major at the University of Missouri, from St. Louis, Mo.
Sharon Mason. Alpha Omicron Pi, sophomore secretarial -administration major from San Leandro, to Bob Schaafsma, employee
of Southern Pacific in San Francisco, from Oakland.
Pat Burgess, sophomore education major from Campbell, to
Dal Barley, sophomore accounting major from San Jose.
Marcia Koehler, freshman interior decoration major from
Palo Alto, to Dave Fleming, Phi Sigma Kappa, senior industrial
design major from Yuba City. September will be their wedding
month.
Bonnie Parks, junior elementary education major from Burbank, to Don Becken, student at Glendale College and employee
with Stanthony Corp.. also from Burbank.
Willene Johnson, from Los Angeles, to Rocky Lubin, Sigma
Chi alumnus, SJS graduate in political science now employed in
Los Angeles, from Beverly Hills. July will be their wedding month.
PINNINGS
Charlotte Birlenbach, sophomore education major from Pasadena, to Jim Silvera, Sigma Chi, senior business management major
from Healdsburg.
Bonnie Bradshaw. junior pre-dental major from Inglewood, to
Jerry Holman. Sigma Chi, junior business management major also
from Inglewood.
Carole Jeanne Ahlquist, junior physical education major at
Sacramento State College, to Skip McCoy, Sigma Chi, senior psychology major from North Sacramento.
(Continued on page 3)

Fred Best Asks
Sophomore Opinions
Editor:
I would like to thank those
who voted for me in this past
election. However, above all, I
would like to restate my promise
that I plan to represent the

TI-AE ART CRITIC

Assistant Dean Offers Information
On Scholarships Available Here
By JEAN MARIE ROEST
San Jose State College gives
$25,000 in annual scholarship
grants to about 125 students out
of 500 who apply each year, according to Donald Ryan, assistant to the dean of students.
Stanford University gives two
million dollars, Ryan said during
a recent press conference.
The scholarship assistance at
San Jose State is based on
grades, not financial need, but
there are other kinds of help
available to students, too.
"In 1958, Congress passed a
National Defense Student Loan
Program," Ryan said. Qualifications for these loans are:
1

The student must need
the loan;

21 He should be a superior
student (it is up to the individual institution to determine who is "superior"); at SJS it is a 2.75
student.
3)

He should be In one of the
preferred subject areas
engineering, science, modern foreign language,

mathematics and education (but this is not an
absolute requirement i.
Ryan, who is chairman of SJS
Scholarship and Loan Program,
said the National Defense Student Loan is the best loan a
student can get. He can borrow
up to $1,000, and the three per
cent interest does not start until one year after he graduates.
Payment starts two years after
graduation. The loan must all
be repaid by ten years after
graduation, or after the student
drops out.
Another kind of assistance
available to students is the
United Student Aid Program,
backed by the Vullcer Fund a
private foundation. The Vulker
Fund does not loan the money;
It just acts as co-signer to back
a loan actually granted through
the local branches of Bank of
America and Wells Fargo. In
this program there is $25,000
available for student loans. Of
this, $2,000 was appropriated by
the Student Council, to draw in
much larger amounts of "match -

ing" funds from Vullter.
If the college approves a loan,
the bank will grant it up to
$1,000 without any collateral.
Repayment starts four months
after graduation. Interest is six
per cent, starting immediately
from the time the student borrows money.
Another boost for needy students is the short term emergency loan. Ryan said apprcodmately $40,000 is in this fund,
designed to help students meet
ernes gencies. Loans are granted
from one month to three
months. Interest is only a service charge of one per cent for
the first three months. After
three months, Interest of four
per cent per annum is granted.
More than $125,000 has been
loaned out, but the amount to
any one student is rarely as
much as $400.
San Jose State will not grant
a student more than $1,000 per
academic year from a combination of scholarship and loan,
except that students who attend
summer session can obtain up to
$300 in addition,

views of my class to the best of
my ability.
During my campaign I stressed
the Importance of a truly significant link between the Student
Council and those it represents.
in view ot this fact, I would like
to urge next year’s sophomores
to write or telephone me in regard to any issues which they
feel are impatient. It Is my responsibility to represent my class
as accurately as passible. Additional opinions would make my
job much easier. My address is
325 S. 10th Street, San Jose, and
my telephone number is CY48741. I will be more than happy
to listen to any opinions. Please
"voice your ideas"!
Fred Best
Sophomore Representative,
1968-64
A8256

Agree or Disagree,
But Let One Speak
Editor:
After listening to the USSR’s
Ambassador to the United Nations, Nikolai R. Fedorenko, addess the Model United Nations
Saturday night, I would like to
say that I was very happy to
hear the views of the USSR expressed by a high-ranking Russian himself.
I was displeased with the actions of a small number of the
people present, though. The man
who stood up and rudely interrupted Ambassador Fedorenko
by yelling "What about
Hungary?" showed his immaturity and lack of respect. I, myself, do not agree with Ambassador Fedorenko, but he was our
guest and should have been
treated as one by all.
I think this man is the same
one with wham I argued before
the speech about the U.N. and
the Congo. When I began to
give him some facts he sarcastically said, "Well, what
do you know, he knows something!"
It is my belief that every man
Is entitled to his own opinion
and I am willing to listen to it..
It is only by listening to other
peoples’ beliefs that you can either find the errors in your own
thinking or prove more strongly
your views. Surely the few who
stood up and yelled at Ambassaador Fedarenko did not show
either the respect due him for
his position or accomplish anything by doing it.
I was a delegate to MUN in

1961 and 1962; and also a meta.
ber of the Secretariat
last semester, but I reissued for
;al.
*omit reasons. I regret this flaw
for I see all the educational
value I missed by not beinv
a
part of it.
Lyal Holmberg
A10020

’Allen Hailers Ignore
The Facts on Filth’
To Allen Hall Residents:
Regarding your letter
April
29 in the Spartan Daily con.
eerning the "litter and filth
left
behind in the wake of the M
United Nations."
As a page for MUN Thursday
and Friday in Allen Hall, I
would like to explain why your
facilities were in the condition
you stated. On Friday I per.
sonally cleaned the "Inner Sane,
turn" of your formal lounge
at
any debris. There was not a bos
bag, paper wad, gum wrappa.
etc., left when I finished. Aside
from this, there were no rig.
arette butts in the formal lounge
because there was no smoking
allowed in there.
As for the recreation room
when we asked the boy at the
desk for a broom to clean it
we were told, "Don’t sweat it
. . let the janitor earn his
money." We offered to put the
chairs back; but again he anflounced those immortal wonls,
"Don’t sweat It."
I respect your right to expect
". . guests to act like guests"
while in your dorm, but I also
believe you should have the facts
before you make accusations.
Thank you.
Colleen Craft,
A14570
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Bibles
for the complete collegiate experience
The new
Books
worship this Sunday at
Religious Gifts

Pro/ Talks
NEWMAN CLUB
About Art
The Catholic Student Center
Is now open
Daily Mass of C.W.C. 11:45 sm.
Discussion Group Thurs, eves. of I p.wc

79 S. 5th
CY 5-9636

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin

t CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Wesley
Foundation
(m.th.dio sh,d.rd
Canton)

AU are welcome

441 South I Ofit
Street
J. Beaten YANA
Gamma bliekter

Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY
Worship Hour.
Bible -toilv (lane
Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY

8,30
10:45
9,45
7:00

MAY DAY HEY DAY

a.m.
a.m.
em,
p.m.

Join us on our annual trek to
Santa Crux. W. leev from th situdnt center at 1,30.
(no evening program)

7.30 pm.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Sundays at 9.45
81 North Eighth Si
Mininter. Paul Oler

Worship Sunday
First
Clara Mt
9i10 8 ii:W
Donald A. Getty,
Minister

Santa

St. Paul’s
10its at Son Mirada
40 RI
James ethienselge,

Spartan Tri-C
3rd & San Antonio
Sunday, May S. 1963
9.15 a.m. Regular Sunday morning seminar.
5:4.5 p.m. Thin Sunday evening we are having a
Ulm "Venture For Victory." It ts the
ehristian basketball team and
story of
ite travels in the Orient.
Don’t forget our formal banquet at Riverside Inn,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SIRVICIS
II:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

David P. Hatch, assistant
professor of art, will discuss
Christian art Sunday at 6 pin,
in the Campus Christian Center,
300 S. 10th St.
Sponsored by the Canterbury
Association, the speech will emphasize contempoary forms of
religious expression.
Professor Hatch teaches Art
Appreciation and Correlation
of the Arts at SJS. He has traveled extensively throughout the
world.
He has exhibited ceramics,
weaving and graphics, and won
the Louis Comfort Tiffany 1961
Silversmith Award.

Birns Talk
Set Sunday
"The Thrilling Vocation of
Studentship" will be discussed
by Laurence Him& assistant
professor of political science, at
the Roger Williams Fellowship
meeting Sunday at 645 p.m.
A 40 cent supper will preceed
the speech at 5:45 In the Grace
Baptist Church, 10th and San
Fernando Streets,
Professor Birrs will speak on
student conformity and will investigate the reasons for making study dull or exciting.

’Science, The Bible,
And Christianity’
Is Sunday Topic

Dr. Peter Stoner of Westmont College will speak on "Science, The Bible, and Christianity" Sunday at 9:40 a.m. and 6
p.m. at Westminster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shasta
Avenue.
The morning speech will concentrate on the cities in the
Bible. The evening talk centers
on science and Christianity.
The public is invited.

( ORIGINAL

WARNER PRESS, INC.

292-7353

96 S. 7rid

It

St. Thomas Cha
doubter,
Studnt chapI for fht
que,t,on, and bIIvr

Worship Sunday, 10 a.m.
Sermon: "The Changed Me In Not
Yet Changed Age Tuesday 7 p vi. LSA
Slimp-stealing end "rice" Christians.
A discussion.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10fh at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

So

Second

San

Jose

Sunday, May 5, at 6:15 p.m.

Westminster
Presbyterian

Professor Lawrence R. Bins of the
Political Science dept. will speak on:
"The Thrilling Yost:Mom
of Studentship"
1100 .m

Morning Church
Service
Supper (400
Meeting

Roger Williams Fellowship

Sunday, May 5th

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Dr Pater Stoner of Westmont College will speak on:

484 East San Fernando

"Science, the Bible,
and Christianity.**
At 9:40 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

11:45, 11:00 end 7:30 p.m.
Church Service
10:00 a.m. Colleg Bible Class
George "Shorty" Collins John IA, Akers
Baptist Collage Chaplain
Pastor

Rides: Leaving corners of San Firnndo 1 7th San Carlos & 7th at
9:25 a.m. and 5:40 p.m.

Canterbury
Tales
Episcopalians at San Jose State
THE CRACK IN THE
STAINED LASS WINDOW

The Alameda at Shasta Aev.

Does Christianity create art ay
more Or just collect it? We SOW
times wonder; if you wonder, too
rdr,op
ey over Sunday evening at 6. Our
jantgch of
PrDoefepsasorirmDenatv,id
eest
the Art
contwhfe’
Christian art, especially
art.
If you haven’t been before, don’t
be bashful. Supper. 50 cents.
10th and San Carlos

The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints

G. Winfield Mount, Pester

Lambda Delta Sigma
Bicycle Party

First Immanuel Lutheran
klie. Synod)
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Sunday Morning Services:
910 11:00
Lenten Services: Wed. 646. 8 p.m.
Student gathering after 6:45 service.
A. J. Bremner, Pester

St

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

5:45 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

Natioaal Luthran Council

Religious Centers
San Jose State religious activities are under the direction
of the nine chaplains who serve
the college. The United Campus
Christian Center, 300 S. 10th
St. Is headquarters for Lutheran,
Congregational, Presbyterian
and Episcopal student centers.

the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30 & 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club
7:00 p.m. Evening
Service

"The Best in Christian Merchandise"

Church

ATTEND
CHURCH
THIS SUNDAY

A

First Baptist Church

Evangel Bible
Book Store

R. Fiedler, Dlr. ef Mirth
R. Stueoluel, Ifluer

Institute of Ihellsles

Sat May 11 at
Golden Gate Park.

Come in and see our
student center. lounge, Meet at the Institute
library, recreation room Chapter meeting Mon.,
and kitchen are available
May 6. at 5:45 p.m.
tor your use.
Open 7 a m.10 p.m.

Everyone welcome

Sae Jose SNrt
Cello,* Weed
Worship with as 041
Sunday
10:30 a.m. Sundsy 5:101
5:30 p.m. Evening Unto
Priesthood
700 p.m.
Meeting and Rabe So
ciety.
Enos 1 Jenks, &shot/

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
Paul R. Searle, Director

291-76
lath at San Ferriando
iWosWee,C00100110)*I4400’eswoleroW,orr..eroAxosi.ov,w~,,,wer.,AV,w.towA,,,,WWW,,,,05,<"’#.4,,,,A464.
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Dean Leads ’Double Life(
Administrator and Magician

Se.

si

CHARLES ENGLES
, sot given tee an eight-

Benz, which was tee mark his
beginning as a magician.
After a time he had many
Ilicks that he could perfeam in
rapid succession Here. he mastered one ref the most important
aspects in being a magician.
Benz sisal, "The faster you pea form the tricks, the more you
confuse the audience and the
more they enjoy it."
Before he went to college, his
audiences wets’ largely neighborholed groups and Relatives. At
college, however, he enlarged his
act and performed for many
groups. Ile got his start in his
German class. The’ professor requested each student to say
something in Gonna:. When
Benz’s turn came, lie’ replied,
"teextuneistet," inearnrc. "magieian" in Getman. The professor,
alter inetuiring aril I finding out
, his Lilt-11T, itiVill.‘11 him to perform tor the I n’t*Illa la club. At
this 114111,1ThalWe he W. an reed Ned
Icy the dean eel men ssliee, III I lira.
invited him be perform for the.
Blue Key Fiaternity. Soon he
wits performing for Va l’IOUS clubs
and organizations on ("ampus

:. tor Christmas was the
ral;ereiereg of an enjoyatele hubby
students. That
for the dean of
,,ightyear-old boy was Stanley
Bartz, dean of students, and ha
magic
hobby is performing
shows.
As a child, he ’tinkered with
magic tricks that he acquired
tram books and friends, A man
showed Benz
at the local YMCA
trick uhich he
a sugar eube
practiced laboriously until he
the man
had mastertsi it. When
at the YMCA saw his interest,
iii a $3.00 set d tricks to
he
-

_Earn/My llei9Z/J
Approved
Residence Hall for Gals
I all spare available.
Mary Price., ’SO

ner

;. F. 9. elleaen

Although he never relied on
is ’,effort-names for monetary
lee did charge nominal fees
to defray let’. earst 14 KOTA. He
MIMI.: his tiist charge was 75
cents.
Ihsiz does not Isgonst to tiny

..e..e.P.ei
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IDA’S New Shop
8
is Now OPEN!
Pi
i Mon ar d Thu,, ’1,1 9
Sunday by Appl
h
4%
I%
When the Occasion is Formal §
KSS Wear a Tux from IDA’S 1

s

1

ii
R

g

More than
1/2
off reg. price

111

1 COLLEGE RATES
17.50 COMPLETE

1

SALE

ALL NEW
Dinner Jackets,
Pants, Shirts,
Cummerbunds,
Suspenders,
and
Accessories

Store-wide Clearance
sale of men’s clothing

Vauyhft"is

Were proud of our new shop
Come in and see it!

COLLEGIATE SHOP

IDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL

121 S. arie (across from IEvary)

CY 2-9102

380 S. Ist Ss.

330 South 10th Street

EUROPE ’63
THIRD ANNUAL

Three Scenes Selected
For May Opera Workshop
The second Openi Win*
directed by Dissin C
ill be Thursday, May le, it
1.:16 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Three scenepi from three
"Turadot’’
"Rigolettu,"
.seid "La Traviata." will be pis-pa-med.

Participating in the scene outside of Rigoletto’s house when a
strange cut-throat offers to protect his daughter is Sue Hinshaw as Gilds. William Kritlow
as Rigoletto and Ron Kasdan
as Sparafucile.
An uriusaial scene will be done
from ’Turadot" in the form of
a brief comical intermezzo having little relationship to the
opera as a whole. Students in
this scene will be David McClellan as Ping, Joseph Lonon as
Ming and George McConnell as

DEAN STANLEY
ic

ea’

h

Ilowever, lee, teas enrteerrnod eve’s
500 she ws. ineluding perfeelmtutees for such groups as: Sunday Sehreol classes: 4-1-f clubs;
fraternities: Boy Seeeuts; elementary school itesernlelies: Reetary clubs; business staff parties;
birthday parties: and various
other organizat hens.
Even though he. has been performing for yeens, he still practices be tor, the mirror in pre pal iir !..:
lie takes the
eiii see
,c.1
1-1.y and is

BENZ

Jorming.
In rela
le, hobby to his
profession lie’ .,,iel, "while performitw. my mind is taken far
away from my work and because
of its extreme unrelatedness, it’s
relaxing."
Continuing. he said, "I like to
hear people laugh, I like to see
them smile. It takes their minds
off their everyday worries.
"It’s it real release to be able
to lie, steal, cheat, and yet have
it he legitimate," he jokingly
,,,nirnented.
cciii

While !,,

.

in

hen .oco, .1,.

To Flunk or Not To Flunk
ii

eaitinued from Page 21

ALPHA PHI
Today begins the first of three days planned for the Parents’
Day Weekend by Alpha Phi. This is the first time that the Beta Psi
Chapter has attempted sue’) a program. Usuallv ,,nly
,t.ty has
been set aside.
It411,1111111
DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gamma annual Anchor Men contest is under way
with the first cut being made Tuesday night. The men continuing
are: Jerry Area, Delta Sigma Phi; Stan Cross, Moulder Hall; Dirk
Eastman, Theta Chi; Doug Felder, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Tom
Guist, Sigma Phi Eftsilon,
Gill Holloway, Alpha Tau Omega; Bob Lovejoy, Phi Sigma
Kappa; Jim Monsees, Allen Hall; Mike Pascoe, Sigma Nu; Leon
Roundtree, Omega Psi Phi; Bob McCorkle, Pi Kappa Alpha. The
contest will be climaxed with the naming of the Anchor Man on
May 17 at a dance held in the Villa Hotel, San Mateo.
and Peg Erspamer, business manager.
MARY GEORGE CO-OP
Sunday Mary George Co-op will hold an Open House front 2-1
p.m. for faculty and students. Refreshments will be served. House
officers are: Rosie Kis. president; Gloria Trevino, vice president;
TnETA Xi
The brothers of the Beta Beta celebrated the 99th anniversary
of Theta Xi fraternity Monday with a banquet at the house. Elmer
Blumenkamp, national traveling secretary, was the guest speaker.
CHI OMEGA
Tomorrow night the women of Chi Omega will honor their
spring pledge class at a dance tee be held in the Gold Room at the
Claremont Hotel in Berkeley. The pledge class includes: Kathy
Gibson, Linda Staley, Pam Johnson, Pam Grant, Anna Cornwell,
Yvonne Fanthtts, Colleen Brady, Karen Birlenback, Ginny Watson,
Kathy Patten and Barbara Worrell.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
The six semi-finalists have
been announced in the Pi !Kappa
Alpha Dream Girl contest. The
cc.,inen are: Kat hy Bissell and
I.ynn Christie, Delta Ghenroa:
Carol Armstrong and Jeannie
Warren, Alpha Phi; Ila rhara
Beta: and ConRoe, Gamma
nie Casagranda, Kama Al lie
Thet el.

the

student

Lease, will

he
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Fabulous "50s"
pr gallon

op Co

Plaza
Garden
Shop

s-

-

pa,
,0611111111
too .4 ,y

Priced as low as

$245

ft,....es You’d
tore to C.&

BILL MANDER

CT 8.5916

Student To Sing
Work Dedicated
To Him on May 9
a

635 University Ave.
Los Gatos

Lo Bue’s Plaza
Story am

cr call Eloato 4.2130

+"

Delmar L.
Dr.

cY

Gus

held in Concert

LOVE!

Hall at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday.
May 8.

Is the sensuous
year around
season.

Among selections he will sing
are: "Mi Fa Vezzi" by Perti,
"Botschaft" by Brahms, "Zueignung" by Strauss, "Svegliatevi
Net Core" by Handel, "Seascape" by Goossens, "Fog" by
Harris and "Rain has Fallen" by
Barber.
One song, "Behold! This Is
the Fate of Man" by Shaw, was
written for and dedicated to
Graf.
The accompanist for Graf win
he Mrs. Dottie Rae Smith.
= _

DEL CARLO
PHOTO STUDIOS
Pat

295 The A.erneda
205.5897
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SUMMER FLIGHT
Depart: S.F. to LONDON - ATHENS
Return: ATHENS - LONDON to S.F.
NE if. 11.tiorn:

SEPT

OR
Ihliart:

JUNE 2R, liviurn: .11’1,1

$498

TOTAL COST
PER PERSON

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight Hot Meals

I.-,

imr Group thriui(iizer
CV 4-6414, EXT 1510
A Richards
540 So, BO. S1. or CV 83937

TODAY
Special
Hamburgers

15‘

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
r),.; 2,.1311

or 295-Pliri
17 or AN 9-300o

493

E. Santa Clara St. At I I th

FAST SERV
s; 4th & San Fernando Zs
I

Lose your
marbles?
Let the Spartan
Daily Classifieds
help you
find them

at

EDWIN C. DUNNING
iaat

A recital by tenor

Asst s Illiterates
On L.aubach Fund

Kt( lea 10(1

Papa
"La Traviata"

Graf,

Foreign Educator

England

is better known
Engitsh language as
"carnille." The scene taken from
this opera will be the second act
abete the father visits Violett,
It, ask her to giVt up Alfred for
the sake of the family’s hectic,’
!tonna Lauer Will be %."1,eletta
and Robert Cunningham still
play Germont.
Professor Dunning is an instructor in voice at the eollera.

Mal.;

1..k2 %Ai 11412 If 1963

Johannes of the
\Irs. PnN
,uhach Literacy Fund me.,
:II
speak
and demotvitrate
,liniritics in the teaching of
adults tonight at the
-; e eige1 ional
C’ente’r
Student
5 1.l.,rkrt Sr
Johateilei vstsce served in
T:..t.ina and India during World
War II vvill discuss the method
,w in us,’ in the Far East to
:,icate the illiterate I 1 1 atifieS.
’etri. Johannes has worked ;lb
%kith ()mine B. Del’he Ten t’ormitanrt-

op-

eras,

May

Friday

You are eordialh inN ited to attend the
opening of our neu ..,hop on SundaN.
May 5th, 10:00 A.M. nntil 5:00 P.M.
at 367 East Santa Clara.

._loweri

1)().$(,

"Your Campus Florist"
mrsntreffsvirgrtrrrylorrrrnirrtm-,

r r,

r[rrrn.
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Organizations Prepare
For Pushcart Relays

SJS Plans
Judiciary
Spring Meet

(Continued from Plum 1)
inni to television viewers.
Again this year the relays will
he run in two divisionsA for
:nen, B for women. There will be
a total of 17 events, the 17th race
’,Ping for the sweepstakes title.
or
The overall champion
sweepstakes title holderwill be
decided in a runoff between the
two division winners.
With four exceptions, the first
10 races will pit three pushcarts
against each other.
In events 11 through 14 the winners of the first 10 events will vie
tor the right to cross the finish
line first.
Events 15 and 16 will put the
winners of events 11 through 14 in

opposing lanes. The winners
or
these two events will face each
other in event 17 for the sweep.
stakes trophy.
Site of competition, last year
the Santa Clara County Fair,
grounds and before that streets
in the campus neighborhood. will
this year be the track stadium.
Previous to the start of relays
action a parade of 27 floats and
marching units is tentatively scheduled to proceed down Seventh or
11th Street to the track stadium.
The parade will start at 2:30
p.m. Pushcart Relays will start
immediately following the parade
at
3:30 p.m., according
Beardslee.
The carts will race over a course
some 500 yards long. Each organization will have five pushers who
will shove their cart 100 yards
each before another pusher takes
over- -as in a track relay.
Last year’s division A and eventual sweepstakes winner was Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity, which had
to defeat Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority in order to capture the
championship trophy.

Plans for a state college judicial
conference here next spring and
hopes for a national judicial conence in the future were
strengthened recently when Jeff
Davis. chief justice, told Spartan
Daily that all 16 state colleges
have accepted his invitation to the
SJS conference.
FORMER PRESIDENT Dw;.ght D. EIsenhower discussed the UniDISCUSS VIOLATIONS
versity of Seven Seas program whereby 1,000 students will sail 1
The purrasse in having all of
around the world promoting the "People to People" program
the state colleges meet together is
as part of their regular college studies. Talking with General
to discuss student responsibilities
Eisenhower are (I. to r.) Dean C. Delmar Gray, associate director;
concerning violations and how the
William T. Hughes, president of the board of trustees, and Dr.
E. Ray Nichols, Jr. executive director. A representative of the !responsibilities affect each of our
campuses and the state college
program will be on campus Wednesday to discuss the novel
’ system as a whole," Davis exschool.
: plained.
Photo by A6r, 2,,,c1,,ngham
Davis hopes interest in the
WHICH
ONE
will
reign
as
Lambda
Chi
Alpha’s Crescent Girl?
workshop will grow to the point
An answer will be found during the fraternity’s Crescent Ball
Students interested in Chiunlict Chamber Manager Association ap- whets. a West Coast and eventutomorrow night at the Hilton Inn, San Francisco International
ally a national judicial conference
of Commerce eareers may have prenticeship ptogram.
Airport. The six finalists are, standing, (I. to r.), Nancy Cooke,
an opportunity for summer internSelected college students, prefer- will be held in the future.
Betty Jo Wheatley, Kathy Yoggerst and Linda Weigert. Seated
SHOW GOOD SIDE
ship training in th.- California ably seniors, will work during the
are Judy Shaw, left, and Brenda Valentine. First duty of the
People usually read about the
summer with three different chumTonight’s presentation of Sparta
new Crescent Girl will be to reign over the 15th annual Pushcart
bees, spending one month wit hi -bad side" of college life. Davis
Sings marks the beginning of the
Relays,
scheduled
to
start
running
at
3:30
next
Friday
afternoon.
each. The pay during the training I 4a id if people read about this confirst annual Greek Week sponvention they will see something of
period is $300 per month.
sored by Interfraternity and Pan"good
side."
Specific college courses desired the
hellenic councils.
Davis
envisions
a
state
college
for the job are economics, account- .
Greek Week will continue until
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
organization
on
the
judicial
level
ing, statistical analysis, business
Saturday, May 11, and will lnAT LOWEST PRICES
that
is
similar
to
the
California
law, foreign trade, sociology, psy-I
Hude such events as the Lambda
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s SeruiCli
chology. government, speech, Eng- State College Student Presidents’
Chi Alpha Pushcart Relays, exFlowers
Also usual car, ist real low discount.
1 Association.
iish and journalism.
nd
Call 368-4259
A debt of gratitude to the scholarship to enable an oustand- - change dinners and the All-Greek
SELF DISCIPLINE
Interested students should cona
by
Pi
K
app
sponsored
dance,
(Redwood City)
Corsages
United
States
has
been
paid
in
art
historian
to
pursue
his
edtag
The judicial system at SJS
t:t
ic Dean Milburn Wright, dean
for all
, part by the recent publication of ucation." the art professor stated. , Alpha.
division of business, for an interon "student self discipline.’ a book’ "The Life and Art of It is Lengyers hope that a numThe week has been in the planOccas,ons
view. nig offices are TH165, ex.J Davis said. "We think this is a
ning stage for many months and
Antoine Louis Bat-ye."
ber
of
local
organizations
or
inCV 2-0462
10th & Santa Clare ,nsion ’2.23
more mature system.
Written by Alfonz Lengyel, as. dividuals will purchase copies of . is designed to pi omote better rela"We’re proud of what we have
sistant professor of art at San the work to send to libraries in tions between the 28 fraternities
Not because of
because it’s worked, but we don’t Jose
and sororities on campus and the
State, the work deals with Europe, Asia and Africa.
lack of parking space
profess to have all the answers. the 19th
He feels the pro-American faculty and friends of San Jose
century sculptor and art* high insurance costs
That’s the reason for the work- ist who
was among the first to theme of the work warrants this. State, according to Howie Reed,
* low gas mileage
shop."
break away from the academic
"Somebody will read it and rec- IFC vice president.
* expensive repairs or
Davis began working on the conReed continued. "It is the hope
tradition and pave the way for in- ognize the American generosity, as
"The Many
(Author of"! Wane Teen-ag. 1
lack of selection . .
ference last semester when tie sent crease
Lave, 1)obie Gillis," etc.)
well as obtain, perhaps for the of the IFC and Panhellenic counof originality in art.
out invitations to all the colleges.
Lengyel, a Hungarian freedom first time, a true picture of this cils that all students, whether they Raleigh, Frejus, Geminiani,
Davis has recently sent out fighter,
be Greek or independent, will en- Schwinn, Helyett and others
escaped from Hungary country."
booklets explaining the philoso- and came to the United States
The Life and Art of Antoine joy themselves at this first annual with 1, 2, 3, 10 and 15 speeds
in
FILLING A WELL -NEEDED GAP
phy and mechanics of the SJS December of 1956.
Louis Barye," is available at the Greek Week. It is also hoped that
Come in and discuss
judicial system. "This booklet will
,,When I arrived in this country Spartan Bookstore.
the faculty and community will
why riots.
Although my son is a college freshman, I :on glad to say that
be used as a format for the work- : as a iiangarian refugee who came
enjoy the program."
-he is still not too old to climb up ii, my lap and have a heartTues.-Sat. 8:30-6 p.m.
shop." Davis said.
directly from prison camp," I..e ngto-heart talk when things are trolibling Iiiiti. Nly boy is. enrolled
Fri. until 9
at Harvard where he is ,tielying to be a fireman. From the
yel stated, "I was made to feel
time he was is little tiny hilly he alvolys said he wanted to be
welcome by the people of the
a fireman. Of course, tny wife and I believed that he would
United States. I also received. help
eventually grow nut ’if it, but no sir, tie little chap never
The Alameda
from many individuals. and eswavered in his anibition for one minute!
pecially from the Alpha Tau
So here he in :st Harvard today taking courses in net holding.
Omega fraternity vsi th whom
mouth-tit-mouth breathing, carbon tetrachltiride, :nal Dalmatian does. It is a hill selashale for the young roan, and that, in
Professor Lengyel lived while at- The second annual Investment
"Perspective," the college’s
ictly what we talked about when last he climbed
-N1r. ltdrIres
cne
filmdom’s tending San Jose State as a stu- Club Seminar and Luncheon, spon- weekly television series, will sa..,p.
Lli...1
dent)
and
the college."
!military laugh classics, comes to
sored by the Management Depart- , lute the Army ROTC program at
j,
d
,ers. I rt of tit, time taken up with his
When he went to Paris to do ment at SJS and the National
ithe Friday Flick tonight in Con!!.
touch as one hour a
Aswork on his Ph.D.. Professor sociation of Investment Clubs, will San Jose State tomorrow morning
cert Hall.
’"nile his major
,it. 10:30 on KN’rV, Channel 11.
The film will be shown at 7:30 Lengyel decided to write his thesis be held tomorrow in Concert Hall. ; The program, entitled "Learn
.tny of the thousand
0,
ars!
on American-French cultural rela1p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
New
development.; in club oper- Today, Lead Tomorrow," presents
I
- I uii .1
- ill
the same
This salty comedy about life tionships.
:Ilion will be discussed and ways the story of education for leaderAutomatic Transmission
s, i
r,
iients that you
hind: y
-Because liarye’s relationship and means to select
aboard
a
Navy
cargo
ship,
static
growth stocks ship in the four-year ROTC pro140 I
.
Therefore, in toI find time for -,q111’ 1,,,. ti
Seals Installed. $35.00
with
the
U.S.
demonstrated
the
Henry
Fonda,
James
Cagney,
WilI.
,and
give
siii
a
brief survey in
as well as how to determine time gram on campus. Moderating the
day’s column I will foreg,
generosity of both the countries to sell will he
on most cars
liam Powell and Jack Lemmon.
a subject that is probably siot included in :our curriculum.
explained.
broacast will be Lt. Col. Edwin T.
Admission to the movie is 25 and its people, I chose that subject
Joseph L. Herlihy, assistant pro- Rios, professor of military science
because of the generosity I had fessor of business,
cent S.
Transmission Overhaul
is in charge of and head of the military science
?.4%
received." Lengyel said.
the day-long schedule of activities. department
$75.00 most makes of
"Because this is my first book
I
Lawrence
The 27-minute film will present
cars
written in English. I would like to Romey, and Appleton. Kenneth
Dr. Jack Holland, all flashbacks from field training
give all profits from it to put into of the
SJS Business Division, will trips to Fort Ord and Fort Lewis.
Engine Overhaul
an
art
history
fund
here
at
the
txmeet with other speakers and pan- Wash.; Military Ball; Pershing
college.
$75.00 and up
elists of local and San Francisco Rifles, lower division honor fra"The fund would provide a stockbrokers.
ternity: Spartan Sabres, upper diValve Job
The seminar and luncheon is vision honor fraternity, and other
Special Student Rates
open to all investment club mem- scenes portraying the trainiqg of
$20.00 and up
TYPEWRITERS
bers ant persons interrsded in in- the cadets from their entrance as
vestments. Tickets, at $5 pet per- freshmen to their commission as
Engine Tuneup
MODERN OFFICE
son, and program schedules, are graduating seniors.
MACHINES CO.
available in the Management DeIntroducing the various scenes
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283 partment. office,
in the program will he the followSatisfaction Guaranteed
1.C211.
ing students- Paul Reich le, Jerome
-(Y4C
Timmons. Ruel Brown and Herb1-7
7 7/ ; -sr
ert Schneller.
FRED & EVERETT’S
The program, originating front
GARAGE
,
alakers of Marlboro ()garottes whether I
the TV studio on ciunpus, is a reeiilumn---nrirmally a vehicle for innocent
n -_u I .
broadcast of a program presented
1557 S 1st St
CV 5 6559
we this :+erious end. ’1 If rouse you may,
A Festival of
, in spring, 1962.
,eed kindlily. their grey eyes crinkling at
o
;
’
I/1.110
t
ill funny little grins.
tt All Premium Payment,
r
hat intelligent human
If ,
Are Refunded as an Extra
, is., t , itiikers of Marlboro to
It, II...
guys, every man -jack
Benefit it death occurs within 20
p.
ZVI: GREEN STAMPS
’I
II 4,:’
11.iling, wise.They are erieli
a rriSes
os
BANKAMPRK ARA
years after you take out The Beneihite lilt, r and come in soft pack or Fliptipped
FIRST TIATInnAt.
8P*
Top
factor, College L:fe’s famous polCHARGE
I
g.ltig to take up a topic you are
I..
icy, designed expressly for colin ,,ur busy academic life. Let us
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SJS Glovemen Clash
With Pepperdine Here
a of
each
steep.
year
Fair.
reet,
will
Clays
and
ehed.
th or
’burn
210
start
aracip
" to
purse
’gani.
wh,
yard,
takes
even.
i Phi
I had
Meta
the

learNe wins untie’’,
With eight
only throe wine. us;
but
belt,
its
al -league competition. the San,
team hien* out
ear State baseball
01 the a.ague again tonight tor a
vow ssith Peppertlicie at 7 in
SlorWjLi,Ll Stadium.
Peppentine, at 21-4, has one of
of any team the
the be6t reconic
WednesSpartans faced this year.
day the Waves beat the University
5-2. In three meetof California,
San Jose has
ings this season,
top Cal.
leen unable to
Leading Pepperdlne In hutting
Nos year have been Gail HopPrier, .347,
kins, .4I3; ISoing
sad Ted Bridges, .338. Jerry
Hylton has dune must of the
parking fur the Waves, and hiss
9.8

Coach kd Sobckuk said he probably will start lefty Dave Lucas
as the Waves hat.,
in the game.
had meat of their luck against
Subezak
pitching.
right:handed
even
said ix. might use three or
four pitchers against Peperdine.
so that his pitching corps will be
ready fur the two doubleheaders
with the University of the Pacific
next week.
Other starters named by Sobc-

zak include Rich Green, catcher
Tom Van Amharic first nese; Lo.,
Romero, second haw.; Gal)
third base; Run Lituletatiam
stop: Carl Fisher, let! field, Mir,Yaniatiesto,
:at
illoudgraal, right field.
Tomorrow, Saircaak said, the
Soso taus Lax.. filled as: Opel/
date b agreeing to plAl Castle
Alr Puree base. The game will
he play ell on the San Jose home
field, rather than at Municipal.
It Is set to begin at 1:30 pin.
SJS has wily four league games
remaining. Mutulay the Spartans
play host to UOP in a twinbill at
Municipal, set to get under way at
5;30 p.m. Wednesday the San Jose
team returns the visit, traveling
to Stockton to meet UOP for another two games. Each of the four
contests will go seven innings.

Cage Meeting
All varsitx basketball candidates for next year’s teans are
requested to attend a meeting In
TuesdaN at 3:30 p.m.,
according to head 1.0114.11 Stu
Inman.
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p.m.
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what it lakes to please a truck
and field fan in his 19 Nears of
eisaching at Nall .11/ N11111...
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.’...’o Is tor tomor.64.111411111.
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,
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a the ijlillser,ity of Pacific, Loyi,d Santa Clara.
SJS players are entered in
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t: Judah arid Itoh Attains.
I....tit
ItraW nrIt r lllll
to I., III
I aarnatavat. They
:In. the top four %Celled IIII.11 and
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Although it was hoped that Js fl
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I effus t by Ilea,.
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tiet t,
liouston’s national !roan record ut
17:19.1.
Miller will use the foursinne id
Louis Davidson, Harvey f’j’aiujtlnj
Joe Neff and John Garrison who
on the basis of best times,
Taw %%,-I4,. l.loiid Ma: rs d.
run a 17:04.9 this year.
thilauhrosi and Itaiuht
llllll
Neff is the nation’s top fres’,
have a 41.0 t
man miler at 4:10.8, Garrison r spring, 1,1 the tixe fastest Braes
second at 4:13.0, while Frank hi,
in the
has a 4:20.1 and Davidson a 4:21.0.
tithe sprint
and leivi.y
This same group set a new na- relays and open competition in the
tional (rush two-mile record Sat- 100. 220, 440, 880 three-mile run.
urday,
120 and 440-yant hurdles and field
’rue one -mile walking exent
events, will also he On the net)
will glse track tans a chance to
track metiU aerved by Winter.
observe how flw heel -and -toe-,
Yesteiday Winter tested a new
used at one thaw In teaching
television des-ice on high jumpers
them how to sianee, is done IAN
bob Luvejoy and seven-foot ace
other",
Joe Faust. The TV device, Which
The varsity, freshman and Youth will he used at the Olympic. Games
Village are all scheduled h., have in Tokyo next year, is designed to
entries In the walking event The shiwes jumpers’ mistakes in their
I, a m anineciaitelv after a Jund,
. humor in the participant, mos,
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Better Frames?
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Army ROT(’. 13-9,
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Mel Sirrip.on , ...nd-slarn homer players I three men, three
women.
in the second inniag smoked the and two alternate,: to the ItecreaIf you’ve been
Diamonds to a 6-:$ win ’it sr Mark- lion Department Office by Tues.
all over the world for better frames,
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Spartababes Split
Stanford Twinbill
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SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER

TOMORROW
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OCCOMICII
San Jose State will drop the
curtain on its 1963 spring SOCef‘r
session tonight at 8 when thc
Stanford Indians clash with the
local hooters hi Spartan Stadium.
Stanford, who represented the
Far West in the 19112 Ni ’A A plax-

Face Stanford

ol Is. is led by goalie Kent Mueller,
leenter forward Dan Desehart and
inside left Klas Bergman.
Rounding ma the starting Indian lineup all, halfbacks Bill
Teusch. Malcolm Taylor and Jim
Armstrong; fullbacks Sandy Pofand Rich Lonergan; wings
Tito Bianchi
Rich liecou and
’ inside right John Mettler.
Spartan bossinan In
NI0111Ilde%

has announced his lineup as follows: Valdis Seam, goalie; Ed
1Zumot, right fullback; Colin Lindores, left fullback; Tom Zinter,
Iright half; Slohodan Galeb, center
!half: Dave Gabor, left half; Asman Khan, right wing;
Dave
. Kingsley, inside right: Al Korbus,
center forward; Efiok Akpiut. in, sidis left and Byrim K,,bayashi,
I’ll wins;
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Netting With Cork
Fish Nets 6x 15
Straw Book Bags
Beaded Curtains
Basket Chairs
Shell Wind Chimes

$0.04 So. Ft.
$1.95
$1.50 and up
$6.50
$3.25
$1.65
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May ’ Failed To Appear,
"
Chemists’ Computer Art Music Professor
Can Be Seen Monday Jailed, Trial Set

ATO Wins Community Award
For Blood Drive Donations

4-SPARTAN DAILY

An SJS faculty member spent a
The artist, who usually has been night in jail because StUkhyvale
Marvin Coon, senior chemistry ma Municipal Court records indicated
are giving encouragement to the jor, then takes the instructions
and
project.
makes his own choice as to colors. that he had failed to appear at a
"We statt by taking statements "But once you’ve assigned a color hearing to answer a minor traffic
from artists about what good art to a number, you’ve got to stick , citation.
is." Larsen explained. and feed with it." said Coon.
Stanley W Hollingsworth. asthis into the computer." The in"We achieve some interesting efformation must first be translated fects," he went on "by using sistant professor of music, was
into mathematics, as this is the squares, rectangles, distorted areas served with a $32 warrant Tues.
only language computers know.
and triangles."
, day night by Santa Clara County
"Such items as proportion, WDoes "computer art" have any !sheriff’s deputies at his home at
arne, and a center of interest are potential?
;11996 Gish Road. Los Gatos. He
what we ask the computer to ssrot k ! "Well, after my wife ’translated’
with," Mrs. Shogren added.
!one," Dr. Fessenden said. "we hung did not pay and was taken to the
When the design instructions ! it in the living room. Then she county jail.
come out, they look something like , went out and bought a new slipWednesday morning Hollingsan inctune tax table - - an array of !cover and began to refurnish the
worth appeared before Sunnyvale
closely-spread numbers. ’They may house." he quipped. "So I guess I
be aesthetically pleasing to an- there’s money in it for somebody." Municipal Court Judge Thomas M.
other computer, but they require
If you’re curious, the Spartan Ryan and pleaded guilty to drivtranslation for human apprecia- Bookstore will begin displaying ing without a license, but not
tion," Dr. Fessenden explained.
some "computer art" on Monday. guilty to the chalite of failing to
appear at the Feb. 21 traffic
hearing.
On the latter charge, Judge
Ryan scheduled a trial for
0
siht3:01
morning in Sunnyvale Municipal Court, and released Hetilingsworth on his own recognizontinued from rage

1

I

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

(MCP.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
S.S. Folk Fest, May 24 Maser Aod.
CV 84973 for Sits. and info.
p
AUTOMOTIVE 14)

Hollingsworth WEL% c t ed for
Wanted: Swim lastreeters end 1169
Guards. Seeea country club openings driving without a license on Feb.
Ca! 867.1822 Calif. Aquatic Servce 5 by the California Highway Pa ’Sash., wanted: work I meal. 2 Pro.ied. Apply 91 So. 12th St.

n ursing

Soc iety
tia
te 29
Members Monday

"WHO’S GOING TO BE MR. SPARDI," asks Mike Freed, center,
Rally Committee chairman as coeds also question the identify
of the SJS mascot. Applications for 1963-64 mascot are available
at the College Union. A staff of seven secret Mr. Spardis will
rotate each week as the spirit raiser. Coeds in the photo are,
from I. to r., Elaine Marshall, Barbara Delman, Bev Rauh and
Linda Meador.

Philosophy Prof Authors
Book on Chauncey Wright sJs Students
"Chauncey Wright and the
!Foundations of Pragmatism" is
I the title of a new book by Dr. Edward H. Madden, professor of
philosophy at SJS.
! Published recently by the University, of Washington Press, the
study offers the first detailed examination of the life and thought
of a pivotal figure in American
philosophy.
Wright is important both for his
own contributions to the philosophy of science, ethics and epistemology, and for his acknowleged
influence on Charles Sanders
Peirce, William James. and Oliver

Dr. William J. Dusel, college
vice president, said the administra1901ISINO (12)
lion plans no action in the case.
Mak needed to share flat across from
"This Is strictly a matter beCr
1940 4 ch. Cadillac. is.c. cond. $200.
arca Bld,ng. $25/mo. 298-5201,
tween Mr. Hollingsworth and the
7-0301, 607 N. 16th.
Modern I bed, drapes. carpets, sty. civil authorities." Dr. Dose! said.
’56 Ford 2 dr. V-8, stick with od
-"frig. Free washer, dryer. $75 mo. 752
cond. $250 or best offer. Call
on. Mgr. apt. I.
P.M.
MERCHANDISE (16)
Allstate "compact" scooter
Matched Fisher Components, 80 wa
Saddle bags for books.
See. dt
All freshman nursing majors are
...ere Amp & Mrtz tuner (stereo beam)
Page St.. S.J.
urged to sign up for fall semester
tho old, $169 no. 258-0355.
ewe.
and
w/hardtop
Porsche ’SI rdstr,
hospital laboratory assignments by
Standard typewriters with stands. 1 Rem- May 6. Signup sheets
Coil Larry. 294 2200 days.
are in the
I Royal, $75 ea. 269-5729.
nursing office, H8419.
Corvette ’M. Hard & soft top. 1, Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th announces its store
Call Roc Burrell. 297.9981.
, wide clearance of men’ clothing. Sale I
’59 Triumph, r & It. wwt. Absolutely es. ’sore than 50% off.
retie,. throughout. 292 6114.
15-speed racing bike. Cant pa I non
1960 Garai, Coupe. R., H.. new t,res changer handle bar operated. WI.24#.
TODAY:
NIONDAV:
27,000 rraies. $1075. 292.3009 502 So. Only $12.00. Don, CV 7-1570.
4th, Apt. 16.
Balkan Alibusee: meets in WGW am e a ’is Recreation
Boss guitar & American bike - both are j21. 7:30 p.m.
’511 Corvette, 270 hp. 4 spd. $1900
WRA Council meeting in Women’.
- good condition. Call 293-7392.
Women’s Recreation Asian.:
Wi ,onsider trade. see r,
Ices’
Gym, 4:30 p.m.
T.V. for sale: RCA Victor table mod 17 Tumbling in Women’s Gym, 3:30
460 So. 10th, Apt. No. 3.
550. 297-5209. 545 So. 7th No, 6.
p.m.
’62 thspa 125 cc. A -I cond.. 3300 r
Sparta Sings: spring sing at
For Sale: 8 lb. portable typewriter, rid,
Ca ,ter 5 p.m., 377.1153.
--t 525. 297-8911.
’Civic Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
RUSINESS SERVICES OD
Friday Flick: "Mr. Roberts.’
H. Barden A 300 30 watt amp. Univer.
Auto Insistence for stugens P1,-na, 248. .!../ ;peeler system $175. 253.2224.
screens in Concert Hall 7:30 and
Ba.ley
Ins,
385
So.
Monroe:
Chet
2420.
9.30 p.m.
Attention Ho-dads: surfboard for sale.
Stfeet.
TOMORROW:
Call CV 7.6423.
Soy W. Long Insurance Counseling.
Real Estate and Info’s:Inez: Club:
1-9. Byron
Northwestern Mut. Life rewards planning Golf Clubs: Sarazen
with lowest net costs, guaranteed in. Nelson Woods I & 3 $ 15. Call Dave Tour of Stanford University; everyone invited: 10 a.m.
sotelo;,itf strength of 106 years nicer- CV 7 5434
industrial Relations. and Pell,
ivs’,’ igA3700
TO PLACE AN AD.
osonnel Management Club: Spring
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Off1c
EMPLOYMENT (10)
picnic and golf tournament: Natwith Check or Money Order.
Telephone solicitor No Phone Orders
ural Bridges State Park, 1:30 p.m.
. J207. 1:30-4:00, or
(’o-Res’: fun and games at the
Send in Handy Order Blank
Women’s Gym. 12:30-4:30 p.m.
Records Track Meet: varsity,
freshman and Santa Clara Valley
Youth Village compete in relay
.pikefest: Spartan track, 1:45 p.m.
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
sUNDAT:
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
Tri-e Club: meetings in mornndy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
ing at 9.15 and "Venture for Victo the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
tory" film in evening at 3:43, Third
.104 State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
and San Antonio Streets,
be in b
:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Sandia Club: Ja.panese Tea featuring talk on "Shinshu Buddhism,"
Check a Classification:
artwork, brush painting; 2 p.m.
Announcements
Business Serylearap lastructlee
Housing
’ Automotive
0 Merchandise
Print your ad here:
’59 Spriest with hardtop, radio & has,Also 57 Morgan. 537.2684 after 4 p

Nurses Signup

A 57-pint blood donation given blood donated, and sorority-fra.
lby Alpha Tau Omega 70 the Cam- lernitY membership constitute !
lpus Blood Drive April 25 earned proximately 10 per cent ,a!
it the Community Service Award college community, then the!,
/ for top fraternity donation for the 1must be a lack of communication !
he added.
third consecutive semester.
Sigma Kappa sorority will be
, awarded a similar plaque for hay- U
ling the highest percentage of
Idonors among the sororities. Sighonored
ma Pi
will
Pi fraternity
percentage Will
the highest be
for having
of members contributing among
the fraternities’ TheY gave 26 pints
of blood.
AFROTC will get a plaque for
Twenty nine San Jo.,
giving the most blood for a non- coeds, alumnae and faculty rnenl.
housing group. A certificate will bers will be initiated into Sigma
go to Washburn Hall for the high- Theta Tau, national honiir,irs.
est non-sorority donation, and to nursing society, when a flea chap.
Theta Chi for donating 45 pints ter is installed here Monday.
According to Mrs. Geraldine
to the drive. Members of Spartan
Spears, Washburn Hall and Sigma Slender, assistant professor of
Kappa worked in the day-long nursing and faculty adviser for
drive which netted &IS Blood the chapter, ceremonies will begin
at 4 p.m. in Memorial Chapel
Credit Club 312 pints.
Wade Fosdick, chairman of the Miss Frances Dunning, national
Community Service Comarnittee, treasurer of Sigma Theta Tau,
which sponsored the drive, stated will officiate.
To be eligible for membership
a need for more college interest
from the masses. "We need to students must have completed hi
stimulate non-Greek students," he least half of their college program
said. "If fraternities and sororities and have a B grade average.
The Nursing Department hoF.
contributed 60 per cent of the
been working two years to get a
chapter organized here.
-

Spartaguide

i*JrAtki

Win

Scholarships

Business Prof
Heads Seminar

among
Holmes, Jr.,
Welidell
others.
Two San Jose State students
In researching for the work. Dr.
to the
,laddeli had access to material not have received scholarships
World Affairs Conference, to be
;!,/,.iously available.
held this weekend at Asilomar.
Attending will he Lynn Talbot,
senior political science major and
h Fatt Chong, graduate inter!! !lional relations major from
laya.
"English in the Second a ry!
The conference -the 17th to he
School" will be discussed today at
a meeting of the Emaish honor held -will examine such questions
as the Red Chinese-Soviet rift.
society, in F0104 at 3:30 p.m.
Discussion will be led by Dr. Japan’s role in Asia, Asian leadRobert Woodward. head of the de- ership, communism, economy and
partment, and Dr. James Clark, population problems and United
’States’ policies in Asia.
assistant professor of English.

Professor of Business Jack Ho!land, head of the Management DP.
partment at SJS, will serve tit
moderator for the third annual
Purchasing Management Seminar
to he held at the Villa Hotel, sin
Mateo, today and tomorrow.
Some objectives of the seminc
are: to gain a broader perspecti,
on basic management functions
to improve appreciation for man.
agement aims, ideals and prim.
plea and to learn more of the
problems about persons in related
fields.

Secondary English
Honor Club Topic

** EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT **

NASCAR Hardtop Auto Races
Adults $1.75 Juniors (13-16) $1.00

Kids SO*

SAN JOSE SPEEDWAY
Fast of Bayshore on Tully Road

;Y. ***Y7 *

opposite Hillyiew Golf

skil‘gelt"V.,"
l‘ktiMiltir.elVittiz",41A4*
.*
41Ycz;L*

)
I/
1-/ _J\appte Aim ’,resent their

ALL GREEK DANCE

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Saturday night., May Mk front 9 to / A.M.
at the St. Claire Hotel

k

---- -

[super Shoe Mart
SPECIAL

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED

Girl’s "Tennies"

Trophies will be presented to
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Spartan Daily Entertainment Guide

Symphonic Band
Plays Premiere

Dr, Robert Hare will be conducting the San Jose State College
Symphonic Band in the second
I/ concert of the semester on Founder’s Day at 8:15 pan. in Concert
Hall.
Slated on the program is Joceph
Jongens Piece Symphonique, and
its performance on campus will
!mark a United States premiere
because of the interest of Dr.
Hare in searching out the composition.
PIANO SOLO
Professor John Delevoryas will
solo on the piano during the cotlege Symphonic Band’s performance of the Belg,an COMIX)..,ET’S almost forgotten work.
Dr. Hare now has the only copy
of the composition in the original,
which was put together with the
help of the composer’s brother in
Belgium.
SINGING BASS
no9.!
Another professor, Edwin C.
Dunning, will be singing bass in a
composition by Schuts, "Fili Me,
Absalon."
Other music performed by the
Symphonic Band will be: "OverJANET MARGOLIN and Keir Dullea star as the young lovers in ture to Undine" by Lortzin, "Symphonic Transitions" by Wagner,
"David and Lisa," the prize-winning film currently at the Towne
"Cortioba, Cantos De Espana"
Theater. Produced by Paul M. Heller and directed by Frank
Perry, the young stars were awarded the best actor and actress by Albeniz, "Scherzo Ala mama"
by Vaughan-Williarns, "Ballet Muat the San Francisco Film Festival,
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ancy Wilson
Safari Room
pening Tonight

artist Nancy
apaol Recording
as brings her distinctive vocal
Room at
sags to the Safari
in east
* and White Roads
jose tonight.
saight’s show opens a 10-day
ar the tall, vivacious brunette,
record 0 a best known for her
of songs such as "On the
"People
yTet Where You Live,"
and "All
also’ We’re In Love,"
Yoe
aging with depth of feeling
Ss rare in a young performer.
in,a; Wilson renders swinging
reretations of jazz favorites and
soft bal.
sin emotional stylings

San in Ohio, Miss Wilson beassing with local bands when
s was still in high school. At
st time, she appeared in "SkyMelody," a local television
as originating in Columbus,
be Response was so great that
e increased activities as a singer
lead her to discontinue her colge education and tour the Midet with an orchestra.
ontinued success prompted her
move to New York, where she
sa singing in clubs. Capitol
toads spotted her there, and she
ed a recording contract. Her
Oakland -born Elmerlee Thornier
t album. "Like In Love," has
se well, and she has just cut a and guitarist Jim Wood will comShearGeorge
with
int effort
bine their talents Thursday night
to bring their show, "Two for A
Time of Sang" to Concert Hall.
The show begins at 8:15 p.m.. under the sponsorship of Spartan
Praissrams Committee.
tral(,HT (May 3)
"I’m not a folk singer, like the
Sairta Sings, Civic Auditorium,
sudents 75 cents, public, $1. Leadhellys, the Woody Gut hries
ais Dance Concert, Studio and Blind Sonny Terrs.s," Miss
8:15 p.m., students 50 Thomas states. "I’m a singer of
folk songs."
4’ Barbara," San Francisco
As a singer of folk songs, Miss
Workshop, 8 p.m.
Thomas rates high. Her excellent
t,ide Story," Montgomery voice is familiar to many who
heir, 8:30 p.m.
own LP.s of the Gateway Singers,
()MORROW (May 4)
with whom she sang lead voice.
Art Workshop, Foothill Junior
With Wood, Miss Thomas hag;
allege Art Building, students 50
assembled a program of songs of
ints, 8 ant
widely scattered origins. The songs
Dance Concert, Orchesis; see
are mostly by anonymous comlase.
posers, and have been h a nded
"Westside Story"; see above.
from generation to genera,Rosicrucian Art Gallery, Nell down
tion in British and American oral
alker Warner showing, daily.
tradition. Typical of the songs perINDAY (May 6)
show are ’Turtle
San Francisco Concert, Roy Har- formed in the
Dove," "Johnny Has Gone for a
composition, 8:30 p.m.
Soldier," and "Buckeye Jim."
EsDAY (May 7)

sie from Rosamunde" by Schubesil
and "Marche Hongroise" by Bet,
Boa.
FIRST ON COAST
The composition by Wagner wit1
be the works’ first West Cowie
appearance. Dr. Joseph Wagner
presently an educator at the Les
Angeles Conservatory Of Mune.
The evenings program will take
the audience thorugh many unique
and stylized forms of music, haeluding romanticism, imprersioniism, baroque, modern, Spanish traditional, and ultra-I-tenant-ie.
ISIPREStilitris IBMS
new variety of inetnimenta
will he used in the everunsas performance because of the imerlesionistic style of Jurgen’s. Dr. Hare
stated that the brass section wilt
be "very interesting due to three
trumpets, three corneta, two flugel
horns, two alto horns, feur french
horns, three trombones, four tuba
parts, an english horn, oboe aad
numerous saxaphonea"

Elmerlee Thomas, Jim Wood
Appear Here Thursday Night

,ively Tempo

Founders Day.
Symphonic Band Concert, U.S.
re:niers, Cencert Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Pete S re g a r, San Francisco
isce meeting, 400 N. Point St.,
pm.
"Oh Dart Poor Dad," San Franam Sea Theater, 8:30 p.m.
litritsDAS (May 9)
Elmerlee Thomas, Folksinger,
!exert Hall, tickets at BI, 8:15
In

EARLY STUDIES
Miss Thomas began studying
concert -oriented music when she
was 15 years old, and later studied
at the music department of the
University of California. Also interested in Hormone research, she
spent as much time in the lab as
she did singing.
It was during her stay at the
university that Miss Thomas he-

mine interested in American folk of the music, and was soon remusic. She enjoyed the, diversity warded by an invitation to sing
of the material and the challenge with a newly forming folk group,
The Gateway singers.

College Birthday
To

Be

Recognized

By Staff Composer

hungry
The Gateway singers auditioned
tar the hungry i, and were offered
a pair of Monday nights. Receptive
audiences stretched the two nights
into tao weeks, and then two

The national tour that followed
Spartan Programs Commit t (s the hungry i run included a perwill be presenting for the first formance at Carnegie Hall.
time, a work commissioned by the
As a soloist, Miss Thomas shines,
Associated Student Body to cele- as she exhibits a freshness and
gusto in her interpretations.
brate the college’s anniversary.
The work, composed by lecturer
Jim Wood, the second half of the
in composition Stanley Hollings- team, is adept at many guitar
worth, is titled "Psalm of David," styles
Spanish, popular and
and will be performed by the Sym- classic, as well as folk music. Wood
eapella
and
a
Orchestra
phony
contributes original and distinctive
choir.
arrangements for each song, and
performed
The above will be
regards each song as a challenge
May 13 and 14 at 8:15 p.m. in . to his virtuosity.
Concert Hall.
Wood was born into a musical
A second work of Hollingsworth, family in Ogden; Utah, where he
an opera, will be heard the same learned the rudiments of guitar
evening. Entitled "The Mother," and banjo at an early age. Later,
the opera will have the backing Wood studied at. San Francisco
of the Symphony Orchestra and I State, and at the San Francisco
soloasts. The concert performance !Conservatory of Music.
of his one-act opera will be a first
He has traveled in Mexico, and
in this area but has been perdance hands,
formed widely in America and has appeared with
!Hawaiian bands, foil: singers, and
Europe.
soloists.
Tickets for the evenings are free as an assisting artist witS
Miss
worked
with
Wood
first
$1.50
faculty,
and
students
all
to
for the public. hut tickets must Thomas when she was wit ii the
be picked up before the perform Gateway Singers. He occasknally
ance at the Student Affairs Busi- adds a vocal harmony line to assist
ness Office, now in Barracks 1. !Miss Thomas.

f-ORITINAL DEFECTIVE 1

Steinbeck’s latest
Is Top on New
Best Seller List
(Compiled by Publishers’ Weelda
Fiction
Raise High the Roof-Fleain, Care
penters, and Seymour - - 3. D. Sa.
linger.
Seven Days in May
Knebel anti Charles W. Bailey ti.
Richard
The Sand Pebbles
McKenna.
The Glass-Blowers Daphne thi
Matnier.
Grandmothers and the Priests
Taylor Caldwell.
Jetta
The Moonflower Vine
Carleton.
The Moon-Spinners -- Mary
Stewart.
Fail-Safe -- Eugene Burdick and
Harvey Wheeler.
Triumph Philip Wylie.
The Tin Drum - - Gunter Gnus%
Nonfiction
Travels With Charley John
Steinbeek.
Happiness Is A Warm Puppy
Charles M. Schulz.
Ye Jigs & JulepetVirginia
Carey Hudson.
The Whole Truth, and Nothing
Hopper and Jounce
But Hedda
Brough.
The Fire Next Time Jailed
Baldwin.
Adele Rogers
Final Verdict
St. Johns,
Silent Spring --- Rachel Carer,
The Great Hunger: I r el and,
1845-1949--Cecil WoodhainSmith.
The Ordeal of Power Emmet
John Hughes,
Is There A Life After Birth?
Alexander King.

Reading Awards
Dorothy Kaucher
Sign-ups to. toe 1.otothy Kattcher Oral Reading Award are now
in process in SD100. The anrival
interpretive reading contest will
be held Thursday, May 9,’ at 3:30
p.m. in the Studio Theater of the
Speech and Drama Building.

vic of Speech
s Day Program
1 administrators, in full [appearance following his recent
regalia, from the ad- ,
n building to Concert ! The program in Concert Hall
will be followed fa a luncheon tar
ir the program will be invited guests in the patio of the
y organist Richard Jes- ! Education Building. Brief dedicassor 01 music at SJS. tion exercises for the structure will
be held following the luncheon.
Guided tows of the newly dedivoted building will be available.
The public is invited to the dedication ceremonies. Seats will he
tinAitied in the area adjacent to
’he patio and on the balconies
averaasking it.
The first Founders Day was
haat in 1939, two years after Sim
aaaa. rentenn;td celebra-

Alumni Week
Opens Drive
For Members

URENCE D. HASKEW
... keynote speaker

Opening el Spring Alumni Week
ppella choir will pros rle today, bringing thousands of alumet ions.
ni back to the SJS campus, marks
Joseph Gitin, Temple
the launching of the Alumni Asin San Jose will give the
sociation’s senior membership
ynote speaker will be in - drive.
by Pres. John T. Wahl Seniors may apply for member’.he president’s first public ship at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
booth in front of the cafeteria. or
’ at the Alumni Office, 224 E. San
i’arlos St.
During Spring Alumni Week the
issociation is offering a free cap
.ind gown. as well as 12 graduation announcements to all seniors
.-iser tor the
at who sign up for life membership,
n Services, 319 S. Fifth said Rick Buxton, Alumni Association executive director.
The Alumni Association works
-a promote SJS academic and athsale achievements, increase enlottment funds for research and
"cholarships. provide more campus
facilities, and expand its own
"eitvices.
.pting to explain the title , "Not all facilities, equipment, or
, "So You Want to be a financial support needed by the
Psychologist?". Dr. Karl college. its faculty and students
ler, professor of psychol- can be provided by the state," said
.11 lecture today on the, Buxton.
al aspects of psychology.
"This additional support must
tetry. and counseling in come from alumni."
it 2:30 p.m. Interested perLife membership costs $100. and
ay attend,
can be paid according to several
’. school psychologists do Payment plans. There is also an
’minister much therapy," , annual membership plan which
s Mueller. "Their work is costs $5 per year
y t,, assist children in al better to the school a’
Show
br to refer them to lo’a St udies

eas Rep

dnesday

hology Topic
rof’s Speech

Belts Lessen
erned with vocational inf.
Dr. Muellet’s speech a
kinds of work, funct 01- Auto Injuries
g, and credentials. Dr. Mu",seat belts can re.
1 briefly discuss the prochanges and recommenda- duce injuries by more than onecredentials which are in- third, according to the National
in the controversial Fisher Safety Council.
And, in studies by the Automo4ueller is a part-time school bbile Crash Injury Research of
egist and formerly the Di- Cornell University, motorists were
af Guidance for a Nebraska . found 60 per cent less likely to
have an injury of any sort. if
nity.
wearing belts.
Seat belts provide protection by
preventing the passengers being
thrown out of the car or being
thrown around inside the car in
the case of sudden braking or

Small Cities Battle San Jose s Annexation Plan
’lilt’ (HALLBERG
for no more commercial zoning
lara Valley has growing than already existed and set out
to prove that commerce and inPopulation growing by dustry were not neceasary to mainbounds, San Jose and tain the residential community.
OS
within the county
The West Valley Improvement
’Allay poking their brain- group, now Saratogans, were conevery available direction fronted with abstention from the
’
never-ending search for north boundary orchardists.
iSr..
. on.
"The orchardists claimed they
to be outdone, the small
to continue their agriculand ’,Pinky residential areas fight wanted
tural work and not take a chance
be
ntacles" of annexation
on being subdivided." reflected the
rna
editor of a small daily paper in
ti LI. CITIES FIGHT
west valley area, "but what
,
P.56, outlying areas in the the
wanted was to hold
Sll
began to be conscious of they really
their land for a higher
S"n Jose’s push for further city out and sell
interests."
4mIla The fight against a future price to industrial
COM: BATTLE
annnnymity within the bounAfter a long battle with the
daries became an overnight drive
and community memfor such conununities
as now ex- orchardists
stant Saratoga and
bers who could not realize the
Monte Sereno.
These west i’alley areas, which threat of growing boundaries of
are now among the more exclu- surrounding cities, Saratoga beIve living regions within the came an incorporated area.
county, started their incorporation
Saratoseas dreams of having
limas with the hope of remaining large home building sites and little
"colintrified" without the seepage commercial area became a reality.
ol
Ja:e commercial areas and The city has since proved that
srnaii-bo /4winiT
it. does not need the income of
commercial interests to exist.
BEGINS
vele for incorporation
Contracts for fire and police
11‘T+t, in 19,6 Planners allowed protection plus other public utilipaths

ties are made with the county and
surrounding areas.
SAME PROBLEM
The Anti -Annex League. now
Monte Serene faced much the
same problem of Saratoga.
Already dotted with large and
beautiful estates, Monte Sereno
residents feared being annexed to
Los Gatos and having to he rezoned into smaller lots.
Monte Sereno’s struggle was
also won and the scenic area remains unmarred by commercialism
and crowded housing developments.
The smaller residential areas
may have their dreams of the future, but ever-growing San Jose
also has its hopes.
SAN JOSE ON THE MOVE
"We’re planning for an eventual
two million population," explained
Bill Thomas. a member of the
San Jose department of planning
ptaff, as he described the speculations of the city, "by 2,010, we
expect a population of 1,800,000.
-There are RO square miles within the city limits now and probably atilt increase to 100 square
miles by the end of 1963," said
Thomas, "the master plans for
the future center around an even-

In conjunction with a three-week
Seat Belt Safety Campaign at SJS
students may purchase special
priced belts at the Spartan Book store beginning today. They will
he installed at the corner of
Eighth and San Carlos Streets on
Thursday and Friday, May 9-10,
16-17. 23-24.
Belts sell for $6.19 and installsLion is $1 50.

tual 256
area.

square miles of city the anticipation of a future popu- visions, convenience of centralized
lation boom,
public utilities and urban renewal
RESENTMENT
All is not black on the inter- !programs, outlying areas still obResentment of San Jose’s "el- county zoning horizon, however. .ject to being swallowed by the
bowing in" is matched by the city’s
Diplomatic relations are being city limits and being subject to
need for space.
arranged between the city of San the smaller lot zoning provisions.
The population of the major Jose and the county in their coop-’ Under the flea’zoning erdinance.
city in Santa Clara County is erative East Side general plan, a the smallest lot size for San Jose
increasing by 35,000 per year.
pilot plan which began eight , developments is 6,000 square feet.
Conflicts develop between the months ago.
!Lot sizes of 5,000 square feet and
city and county over zoning ideas
IT’S CAT AND MOUSE
’smaller were allowed in past orfor annexed areas.
"We’re still playing a ’Cat and dinances and zoning cannot he
"Take McKee Road, for ex- Mouse’ game in other areas," Ma- retroactive.
ample," suggested Frank Machado, chado laughed. "but in three’
CONTRAST
assistant secretary to the county months we’ll be getting a report
Matched with the smaller cornplanning commission, "The coun- on the success of the first coop- munities’ minimum zoning of 8.0(X)
ty planned it as a road to the erative zoning plan."
and 10,000 square feet and larger,
bedroom communities. CommerThe city and county are also San Jose’s provision seems small
cial development was kept off in cooperating on a $70,000,000 ex- and threatening to arms nut-side
order to provide a quiet and fast pressway program.
However, unless time and monroute from home to work.
"One thing the city is planning ey are available for sufficient
RE-ZONING
and providing for," admitted the landscaping and upkeep, large lots
"Since the city has annexed the editor, "is the movement of traffic lose their advantage," argued
McKee Road area, it has re-zoned in and around the city arm."
Thomas, in agreement with similar
to allow commercial and business
Bill Thomas agreed and outlined ! thoughts expressed by several priestablishments aiong the road," the routes of future freeways in vate citizens.
continued Machado, "The four- the city including the Crosstown,
San Jose master plans include
lane residential artery is no longer Guadalupe, West Valley, Capitol 12 planning areas with
adequate
serving its purpose and is becom- and Junipero Serra freeways. A provisions for large lot
residential
ing a traffic entanglement."
portion of the latter is already zoning in the countryside areas
The first county zoning plan was under const ruct ion.
such as Alum Rock, Evergreen and
put forth in 1938 and according to
1,0T stZr HIT
Almaden plus denser population
Machado, "this basic plan is still
But even with the city advan- provisions in the central and other
good" as it was construed around tages of better thoroughfare pro- presently built-up
areas.

.

Frosh to Discuss
SJS SJCC Game
Discussit in ’if hi. SJS-San Jose
City College exchange dance and
basketball game will be the main
item of business at the freshman
class meeting in E132 at 3:30 p.m.
today, according to Freshman
Claes President Art Sirnburg.
The dance and game are Saturday, May 17. The game is free to
all SJS students and will be held
in the
’
p.m. The
dance is 25 cents per person and
will be in the Women’s Gym at
9:30 p.m.
Only freshmen who did not play
on the freshman basketball team
may try out for the team which
will play Saturday night, Simbiarg
said. Tryouts are the same day
at 10 a.m at the courts on Eighth
and San Fernando Streets

--mug
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Chemists’ Computer Art
Can Be Seen Monday
ftontlnued fnan lag,’ 1
are giving encouragement to the
project.
"We stait by taking statements
from artists about what good art
is," Larsen explained, "and feed
this into the computer." The information must first be translated
into mathematics, as this is the
only language computers know.
"Such items as proportion, balance, and a center of interest are
what we ask the computer to WOI k
with." Mrs. Shogren added.
When the design instructions
come out, they look something like
an income tax table --- an array of
closely-spread numbers. "They may
be aesthetically pleasing to another computer, but they require
translation for human appreciation," Dr. Fessenden explained.

The artist, who usually hits been
Marvin Coon, senior chemistry major. then takes the instructions and
makes his own choice as to colors.
"But once you’ve assigned a color
to a number, you’ve got to stick
with it." said Coon_
"We achieve some interesting effects," he went on, "by using
squares, rectangles, distorted areas
and triangles."
Does "computer art" have any
potential?
"Well, after my wife ’translated’
one." Dr. Fessenden said, "we hung
it in the living mom. Then she
went out and bought a new slipcover and began to refurnish the ’
house." he quipped. "So I guess :
there’s money in it for somebody."
If you’re curious, the Spartan
Bookstore will begin displaying
some "computer art" on Monday.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni. or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
ndy order form, clip if, and send it with a check or
to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jo k State College. San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in b
:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Check a Classification:
Business Services
- Announcements
Mousing
Automotive
Print your ad here:

THE
night
May
May

ROOFTOP SINGERS, well-known for their recent overhit recording of "Walk Right In," will appear Sunday,
19, at 4:30 p.m. in the first annual Monterey Folk Festival,
17, 18, 19.

TEMPO STAFF
Fins Arts Editor
JODY KINCAID
Featur Editor ..- GEORGE MARTIN
Reporters
CHERI WALKER
ALAN RISDON

MONTEREY

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
latex : s etim Instructor: end life
country club
S.F. Folk Pest. May 24. Masonic Avd. 8 Ca 1 1 867.1822’ Ccaol
c PSeenrvi cge.,
p.m. CV 8.4973 for titts and nfo.
Hasher wanted: work I meal. 2 pro.
AUTOMOTIVE (4)
ded. Aperv 91 So. 12th St.
’59 Sprite with hardtop. radio 8 heater.
HOUSING (12)
Also 57 Morgan. 537.2684 after 4 p.m
Male needed to share flat across from j
1940 4 dr. Cadillac, sic. cond. $200. CV Science Biding. 525/mo. 298-5201.
7-030I. 607 N. 16th.
Modern I bed, drapes. carpets. skr.
’66 Ford 2 dr. V.8, stick w.th od good
Fr
wasner. dryer. $75 mo. 752
coed. $250 Or best offer. Call 259.21061 Vine. Mn- arr. I.
P.M.
1
MERCHANDISE (16)
Allstate "compact" scooter like new,
Saddle bags for books. $200. See at 520 Matched Fisher Components. 80 watt
-n-co Amp 8 Mpx tuner (stereo beam),
Page St., 5.1.
-c. old, $169 ea. 258-0355.
Porsche ’SO rdstr, w/hardtop and extras
Standard typewriters with stands. I RemCall Larry, 294.2200 days.
I Royal. $75 ea. 269-5229.
Corvette ’56. He’d & <nft top, v -a,
Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th. announces its store
Call Roc Burrell 297.9981.
oarance of men’s clothing. Sale
’59 Triumph, r & h, wwt. Absolutely es
50% off.
roller. throughout. 292 6314.
15 -speed racing bike, Camp a I n olO
1960 Corsair Coupe. R., H
r
bar operated. WT.24#.
27 000 mien. $1075 292 1
"-^ CV 74570.
3 :
4th, Apt. 16.
Boss guitar 1. A --’-on bike - both are
vvr’)
’SS Corvette, 270 hp 4 -,pci
293.7392
heir lifer. Will consider trade. See at
T.V. for sale: PC.A -.-.1r table mod 17
460 So 10th. Apt. No. 3.
in. $50. 297-5209. 545 So. 7th No. 6.
’62 Yeses 125 cc. A -I cond., 3300 ry,;.
For Sole: 9 lb. portable typewriter, gd.
ir’ter 5 p.m. 377-1153.
-1 825 297-8911.
BUSINESS SERVICES (11)
1-4. Kardon A 300 30 watt amp. Unbar.
Auto Insurance for studeo,,, ohnne 248. .
speaker system. $175. 2512224.
2420. Chet Ba.ley Ins, 385 So. Monroe
Attention No-dads: surfboard for sale.
Street.
Cl CV 75423,
by W. Long Insurance Counseling.
Northwestern Mut. Life rewards planning Golf Clubs: Sarazen Irons 1.9. Byron
wit lowest net costs, guaranteed in sJ.-1:on woods I 6 3. $35. Call Dane
zurabiiity, strength of 106 years e.per- Cr’ 7.5434
iente. 298-3700.
TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Spartan Daily Ad Office
EMPLOYMENT (101
with Check or Money Order.
Telephone solicitor No Phone Orders
-r -o
J207, 1:30-4:00, or
Ts
E
Send in Handy Order Blank

roLE

FESTIVAL

FRI. NIGHT 9:00 P.M.-MAY 17
Peter. Paul & Mary
Lightnin’ Hopkins
Greenbrier Boys & Dian
Barbara Dane
Andrews Sisters
The Dillards
SAT. An.. 1:30 P.M. -MAY 18
Folk Talent Show & Sing
with Barbara Dane,
Bess Hawes, Mike Seeger,
Dec Watson, Ralph Rinzler,
John Cohen, Country Boys
and many others.

;’Creative Arts’
Magazine Story
By Music Prof
Dr. Gerard L. Kneiter, assistant
professor of music, has published
an article in this month’s Music
Educator’s Journal.
The article is titled "The Creative Arts Symposium: A FourYear Experiment Team-Teaching
Music and the Fine Arts." It discusses the objectives, curriculum
concepts and techniques of instruction in the program that he ditected.
The SJS music teacher also
spoke recently at the bi-annual
dinner of the Vocal and Insttumental Teachers Association of
Southern Alameda March 26. Dr.
Kneiter’s topic at the banquet
concerned a discussion of some of
the latest trends in contemporary
education and instruction in music.

SAT NIGHT 8:30 P.M.-May 18
The Weavers
Bob Dylan
New Lost City Ramblers
Mance Lipscomb
Rita Weill
Bessie Jones’ Georgia
Sea Island Singers
West Wind Folk Ensemble

SECOND BIG WEEK!
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SUN. 1:00 P.M. -MAY 19
Bessie Jones
Rev. Overstreet 8 his Boys
Andrews Sisters
and many others.
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FOX

WINCHESTER

TOWNE CV?3060

"PLAYGIRL AFTER DARK"

1433 The Alameda

Jayne Mansfield

5. GIRL NAMED TAMIKO’
Laurence Hervey

I ’A’

SPECIAL

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED

Girl’s "Tennies"

Trophies will be presented to
the Pushcart ItelaN Race Winners.

Black - White
& Bei gf! (;41/11

per cimple Dress: Informal

Tickets:
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$2.00
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.75

1.00
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SUN. AFT. 4:30 P.M.-MAY 19
Erik Darling and the
Rooftop Singers
"Walk Right In"
Clarence Ashley, Dec
Watson and their Band
Roscoe Holcomb Lightnin’ Hopkins
Kaisa Ohman - Country
Boys
Tickets to
Individual Concerts
on sale May 1
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL LOBBY
San lose -295-0888
or write
PO. BOY 728, Monterey
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shifity of that instrument in
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hands 1 the
Rowland Schwab
g musician,
Gates May 12, at 2 p.m.,

when Ile is presented III ,1 free
public recital at Villa Montalvo,
cultural center near Saratoga.
A graduate of San Jose State
College with honors in music,
Schwab has performed with SJS
Symphonic Band and Orchestra,
Santa Clara Philharmonic, San
Jose Symphony Pops, San Jose
Music Club, both as clarinetist
and in solo recitals.
Marilyn Beebe, a profeseinruil aceornpanist of the Bay Area, will
preside at the piano.
A former Conductor of West Valley Civic Orchestra, Schwab received his training under Pierre
daffiest play in years with Monteux, and continued his clariin San net studies under such teachers as
of the longest titles
Thomas Gadbois, Charles Rudd,
twoa
opens
eco history
Philip Fath, and Clement Hutchink engagement at the Geary son, his instructor at SJS.
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SECOND
BIG WEEK!
CV. 3.1913
NOTHING YOU HAVE EVER WITNESSED BEFORE HAS
PREPARED YOU FOR SUCH SHEER STABBING

SHOCK.

Orchesis Sets
Annual Spring
Dance Concert

opic of Speech
s Day Program

The annual Spring Danee Concert will be presented by the Orchests Dance Group tonight and
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Studio Theater.
The concert is student choreographed and features numbers
from various periods in histeny.
"Allemande" and the "Farandole"
are 17th century dances. "Cindy"
and "Soldier, Soldier" are early
American.
Other numbers on the program
are "Why," "A Fly Was Drinking
From My Cup," and "Nine to
Five."
Tickets are available from 1-5
p.m. at the Studio Theater box
office or at the door. Costs are $1
general admission and 50 cent,
with ASH card.

REHEARSING for tonight’s performance are members of the
Orchesis Dance Group, Bill Keeler, Carol Sue Burns (bending)
and Gay Dodson. The program will be held in the Studio Theater
beginning at 8:15 p.m. The theme of their dance is titled -Cubes,
Boxes, Etc.’’

ST[1.00

)ISE!

B WILLIAM D. LAWLER
United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI
Life has
a new meaning for 58-year-old
Sadie Vimmerstedt because she
wrote a letter to singer-composer
Johnny Mercer.
She is co-author of one of the
nation’s top songs even though she
did’ not write either its music or
lyrics.
The story of Sadie. who lives in
Youngstown. Ohio, began five
years ago when she wrote a letter
to Mercer suggesting that he write
a song called "I Wanna Be Around
to Pick Up the Pieces When Somebody Breaks Your Heart."
"Two years later he answered
my letter and apologized for his
tardiness," Sadie said in a telephone conversation from her home.

Sadie is grateful to Mercer, be- was a person you could talk to.
Sadie’s song sold 15,000 cotes%
cause Johnny wrote the music and
lyricst but gave her credit as co- the first day it was reelused. It
composer and split the royalties appears that she will get about
$50,000 in royalties by June.
with her on 50-50 basis.
"He is a most unselfish man,"1 Her ambition now is to see two
Sadie said of Mercer. "To me he men who mean so mush too her.

TIME WENT BY
When months and then years
went by without another word
from Mercer, Sadie apparently forgot about her idea. Then one day
she heard again from Mercer, who
said that Tony Bennett was going
to record the song.
Today Bennett’s recording of
Sadie’s "I Wanna Be Around" is
moving toward the top of the bestseller charts.
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DRIVE-IN
-The Man Who Knew Too Much"
and
"THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY"

MAIM

Twin-VP Drirte-le
Non Snowing on both !c reens
"THE BIRDS"
Ar Ali-ed Hitchcock P-od4c1.c.n

400 South First 54.
"LA DOLCE VITA"
"NUDE IN A LIGHT CAR"
students 11.00
Y

TOW N E 3 0e,

"THE LEGEND OF LOBO"

ISTUI:11.E_I

1433 The Alameda

316 South Find

"DAVID AND LISA"

Two A14-ed Hitchcock Thrjk,s

AIRATOGA.
14502 511 Basle Way
a Japanese Language Film
"HAPPINESS OF US ALONE"

’The Man Who Knew Too Much’
Jones Stewart
Donis Day
"THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY"
John Forsythe

The Offstage, a folk -music coffee house headquartered in the
E SRAM Wail
building formerly occupied by the
SECOND BIG WEEK
arid 25th
Folk Theater opens tonight with
Exclusive First Run!
MI FORMES’/Y hUY !AIR. CY.3-8405
Berkeley folk singer Rolf Cahn.
STUDENTS 75¢
Cahn’s appearance will be folkeyed tomorrow night by versatile
folk singers Pony Lederman and I
.51 Young.
The Offstage, located at 970 S.
Mist Street, will begin operating
four nights a week Wednesclit
May 8. Present plans call for enA must for
tertainment by Bob and Ray
All Students!
(singer on Wednesday nights, local
And
For
Laughs
.
.
folksinging talent on Thursdays,
"PAPA’S DELICATE CONDITION"
and guest artists on weekends.
Glyr ,s Johns
w,th Jackie Gleason
Ifootenannies will be feat tired
in Sunday afternoons
4.1100000014110~~114111010000110001.6,4
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STOP

1 administrators in hill ,Ipoonratsee following his recent
regalia, from the ad n building Tr, I’orisert
Trie proeram in Concert Flail
will be followed by a luncheon 141’
al. the. DrOlgTHITI will be. invited guests in the patio of the
y organist Richard Jets- Education Building Brief dedicasheer ot music at SJS tion exercises for the structure will
he held followirig the luncheon.
’shalt !kr!, Giaded tonrs of the newly dedicated building will be available.
The public is invited to the dedication cerernunies. Seats will be
provided in the area adjacent to
the patio and on the balconies
overlooking it.
The that Founders Day was
,.sid in 1959, two years after San
Asa. State’s Centennial Celebra,iforl.

Grandma Cashes In on ’Pieces’

Rolf Cahn Opens
New Folk Music

I*TITC

14PAItTAN TEMPOj

Friday. May 3, 1963

1

URENCE D. HASKEW
.
keynote speaker

Opening of Spring Alumni Week
today, bringing thousands of alumni back to the SJS campus, marks
the launching of the Alumni Association’s senior membership
drive.
I Seniors may apply for membership at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
booth in front of the cafeteria, or
at the Alumni Office, 229 E. San
Carlos St.
During Spring Alumni Week the
association is offering a free cap
and gown, as well as 12 graduation announcements to all seniors
.riser for the program, at who sign up for life membership,
n Services, 319 S. Fifth ;aid Rick Buxton, Alumni Association executive director.
The Alumni Association works
to promote SJS academic and athletic achievements, increase endowment funds for research and
scholarships. provide more campus
facilities, and expand its own
services.
esting to explain the title
"Not all facilities. equipment, or
, "So You Want to be a !financial support needed by the
Psychologist?". Dr. Karl college, its faculty and students
ler, professor of psychol- can be provider’ by the state," said
,11 lecture today on the ,Biecturs
.al aspects of psychology. ’ "This additional support must
ietry. and counseling in come from alumni."
Life membership costs $100. and
it 2:30 p.m. Interested peray attend.
can be paid according to several
’z school psychologists do payment plans. There is also an
’minister much therapy.’ annual membership plan which
s Mueller. "Their work is eosts $5 per year.
y to assist children in
better to the school sr .
st- to refer them to lo
ppeila chair will priAide
vt ions.
Joseph Gitin, Temple
in San Jose will give the
1.
ynote speaker will be in by Pres. John T. Wahl he president’. first public

eas Rep
dnesday

hology Topic
rof’s Speech

S HALLBEIM:
for no more commercial zoning
Valley has growing than already existed and set out
to prove that commerce and inne population growing by dustry were not neceasruy to mainbounds, San Jose and tain the residential community.
within the county
The West Valley Improvement
lilly poking their home group, now Saratogans, were conel,/ available direction fronted with abstention from the
)13
never-ending search for nort h 1)011nd/try orchardists.
Ni)
"The orchardists claimed they
s, be outdone, the small
knot I. inkv residential areas fight wanted to continue their agricultural work and not take a chance
the
ntaeles" of annexation
on being subdivided," reflected the
editor of a small daily paper in
,4 tI,I. (’ITIES FIGHT
the west valley area, "but what
1!,56, mit lying areas in the
they really wanted was to hold
bsgan to be conscious of
their land for a higher
Seses push for further city out and sell
price to industrial interests."
laths The fight
against a future
if )nnonymity
CONG BATTLE
within the bounAfter a long battle with the
dules became an overnight drive
fr’t ssch communes as now ex- orchardists and community memi"aal Saratoga and Monte Sereno. bers who could not realize the
These west valley areas, which threat of growing boundaries of
iro now among the more eocclu- suneninding cities. Saratoga bet,e living regions within the came an incorporated area.
Sarrengst’s dreams of having
started their incorporation
tares with the hope of remaining large home building sites and little
"rminlrified" without the seepage commercial area became a reality.
ol San Jose commercial areas and The city has since proved that
’mall- lot si.nlag.
It does not need the income of
commercial interests to exist.
STRUGGLE BEGINS
Contracts for fire and police
, Ttl" struggle for incorporation
o’Sni in 1956. Planners allowed protection plus other public Mill-

MONTGOMERY CLIFT

ties are made with the county and
surrounding areas.
SAME PROBLEM
The Anti -Annex Lellg11P, DOW
Monte Sereno, faced much the
same problem of Saratoga.
Already dotted with large and
beautiful estates, Monte Sereno
residents feared being annexed to
Los Gatos and having to be rezoned into smaller lots.
Monte Sereno’s struggle was
also won and the scenic area remains unmarred by commercialism
and crowded h,,using developments.
The smaller residential areas
may have their dreams of the future, but ever-growing San Jose
also has its hopes.
SAN JOSE ON THE MOVE
"We’re planning for an eventual
two million population," explained
Bill Thomas, a member of the
San Jose department of planning
staff, as he described the speculations of the city, "by 2,010, we
expect a population of 1,800,000.
"There are 80 square miles within the city limits now and probably will increase to 100 square
miles by the end of 1963," said
Thomas, "the master plans for
the future center around an even-

tual 256
area."

square

miles of city

RESENTMENT
Resentment of San Jose’s "elbowing in" is matched by the city’s
need for space.
The population of the major
!city in Santa Clara County is
increasing by 35,000 per year.
Conflicts develop between the
city and county over zoning ideas
for annexed areas.
"Take McKee Road, for example," suggested Frank Machado,
assistant secretary to the (-minty
planning commission, "The county planned it as a road to the
bedroom communities. Commercial development was kept off in
order to provide a quiet and fast
route from home to work.
RE-ZONING
"Since the city has annexed the
McKee Road area, it has re-zoned
to allow commercial and business
establishments along the road,"
continued Machado, "The fourlane residential artery is no longer
serving its purpose and is becoming a traffic entanglement."
The first county zoning plan was
put forth in 1938 and according to
Machado, "this basic plan is still
good" as it was construed around

Studies Show
Belts Lessen
Auto Injuries

erned with vocational int,
. Dr. Mueller’s speech v.
kinds of work. function g. and credentials. Dr. Mile] Automobile seat belts can re.
I briefly discuss the psi
ice injuries by more than one,iihanges and recommend:it credentiaLs which are in - third, according to the National
in the controversial Fisher Safety Council.
And, in studies by the Automo4ueller is a part-time school bile Crash Injury Research of
togist and formerly the Di - . Cornell University. motorists were
of Guidance for a Nebraska found 60 per cent less likely to
have an injury of any sort. if
nit y
1wearing belts.
’ Seat belts provide protection by
preventing the passengers being
I thrown out of the car or being
!thrown around inside the car in
the case of sudden braking or
’collision.
. In conjunction with a three-week
Seat Belt Safety Campaign at SJS
the anticipation of a future popu- visions, convenience of centralized students may purchase special
lation booni.
public utilities and urban renewal priced belts at the Spartan BookAll is not black on the inter- programs, outlying areas still ob- store beginning today. They will
county zoning horizon. however.
ject to being swallowed by the he installed at the corner of
Diplomatic relations are being city limits and being subject to Eighth and San Carlos Streets on
arranged between the city of San the smaller lot zoning provisions. Thursday and Friday, May 9-10,
Jose and the county in their coopUnder the new zoning ordinance, 16-17. 23-24.
Belts sell for so; 19 and installaerative East Side general plan, a the smallest lot size for San Jose
pilot plan which began eight developments is 6,000 square feet. tion is $1.50.
months ago.
Lot sizes of 5,000 square feet and
IT’S CAT AND MOUSE
smaller were allowed in past or. Frosh to Discuss
1 "We’re still playing a ’Cat and dinances and zoning cannot he
SJS - SJCC Game
Mouse’ game in other areas," Ma- retroactive
chado I a is g h e d, "hut in three
CONTRAST
I),seussion ol the SJS-San Jose
months we’ll be getting a report
Matched with the smaller com- City College exchange dance and
on the success of the first coop- munities’ minimum zoning of 8.000 basketball game will be the main
erative zoning plan."
land 10.000 square feet and larger, item of business at the freshman
The city and county are also iSan Jose’s provision seems small class meeting in E132 at 3:30 p.m.
cooperating on a $70,000,000 ex- and threatening to areas outside today, arrording to Freshman
pressway program.
I "Hewes-et unless time and mon- Class President Art Simburg.
"One thing the city is planning ey are available for sufficient
The dance and game are Saturand providing for," admitted the landscaping and upkeep, large lots day. May 17. The game is
free to
editor, "is the movement of traffic lose their advantage." argued all SJS students and will be
held
in and around the city area."
l’hornas, in agreement with similar in the Mena Gym at 8 p.m. The
Bill Thomas agreed and outlined thoughts expresscd by several pri- dance is 23 cents per
person and
the routes of future freeways in vate citizens.
will he in the Women’s Gym at
the city including the Crosstown,
San Jose master plans include 930 p.m.
Guadalupe, West Valley, Capitol 12 planning areas with adequate
Only freshmen who did not play
and Junipero Serra freeways. A provisions for large lot residential on the freshman
basketball team
portion of the latter is already zoning in the countryside areas may try out for the
tear’) which
tinder construction
such as Alum Rock, Evergreen and scull play Saturday
night, Simhurg
LOT SIZE HIT
Almaden phis denser population said. Tryouts are the same
day
But even with the city advan- provisions in the central and other at 10 am.
at the courts on Eighth
tages of better thoroughfare pro- presently built-up areas.
land San Fernando Streets.

Small Cities Battle San Jose’s Annexation Man
olut

Alumni Week
Opens Drive
For Members

Friday, May It, las
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Freud’s View of Unconscious in Film at Esquire

Friday, May 3

By JODY KINCAID
Since maent lanes, there have l
been three great changes in man’s
idea of himself -- three major
blows dealt as in our vanity.
And that was how an excellent
"Fieud." started off. A
litory of Freud’s descent into a
black region - man’s unconscious
and how he let in the light.
The story of the Columbus of
the Uncon.s.aous is filmed where
:Freud developed so many of his
far-reaching theories, Vienna, and

Chemists’ Computer Ar
Can Be Seen Monday
(( ontinued from Page I)
are giving encouragement to the
project.
"We start by taking statements
from artists about what good nrt
is," Larsen explained, and feed
this Into the computer." The information must first be translated
into mathematics, as this is the
only language compute’s; know.
"Such items as proportion, balance, and a center of interest are
what we ask the computer to woi k
with," Mrs. Shogren added.
When the design instructions
come out, they look something like
an income tax table -. an array of
closely -spread numbers. "They may
be aesthetically pleasing to an- I
other computer. but they require
translation for human appreciation," Dr. Fessenden explained.

The artist, who usually has b
Marvin Coon, senior chemistry r
jor. then takes the instructions
makes his own choice as to col,
"But once you’ve assigned a cr
to a number, you’ve got to sr
with it," said Coon.
"We achieve some interesting
fects." he went on, "by LN
squares, rectangles, distorted as
and triangles."
Does "computer art" have
potential?
"Well, after my wife ’transla
one." Dr. Fessenden said, "we is
it in the living morn. Then
went out and bought a new
cover and began to refurnish
home," he quipped. "So I ea
there’s money in it for somebos
If you’re curious, the Spar
Bookstore will begin displas
some "computer art" on Mom

ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)

$1.25
OUR

Hasher wanted: work I meal. 2
1,-.1 Aro,. 91 So. 12th St.

AUTOMOTIVE (4)
’59 Sprit* with hardtop. radio 8, heat,
Also 57 Morgan. 537-2684 after 4
(9404 dr. Cadillac, twc. cond. $200. C‘
7-0301. 607 N. lath.

Cannel Artist Nell Walker Warner is presenting a one-woman
show at the Rasicrucian Art Gallery in West San Jose through
June 12.
Miss Warner has traveled
throughout the continental United
Slates and Hawaii, in addition to
touring Europe, and her work reflects the many places she has
seen. In addition to her paintings,
she spent many years in Hollywood, doing special backgrounds
for the motion picture industry.
A native of Nebraska, Miss Warner graduated from Lexington College in Missouri, after spending her
i childhood in Colorado. She has
I studied at the Los Angeles School
of Art and Design and with
Nicholi Fechin. Fritz Werner and
rI hers.
She has held one-woman exhibits in widely scattered areas of
the country, including Los Angeles, Portland. Oakland, and New
York. Her work is represented in
many public and private collec-

SPECIALITY

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at a
low price - wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
with a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of either
baked or french fried potatoes.
Also try our daily special, cooked by a famous European
chef! Full course Lunch 95o, Dinner $1.30.

Washed: Swine lastroefers cad
; Guards. Severe country club open
8 I Call 867-1822 Cal& Aquatic Ser

IT’S LIKE EATING HOME COOKED FOOD

HOUSING (12)

at the

Oa
Colony cteak

Male needed to share flat across
-0 Boo. $25/mo. 298-5201,

%mow

Modern I bed, drapes. carpets
’56 Ford 2 dr. V-8. stick with od. (10’77
dryer, $75 to
cond. $250 or best offer. Ca, 259-2106
-P.M.
MERCHANDISE (16)
Athlete "compact" scooter like new.
Saddle bags for books. $200. See at 520 Matched Fisher Components. 80
stereo Amp & Mpx tuner (stereo be.
Page St S.J.
rep. old, $169 as, 258.0355.
Porsche ’511 rdstr, w/hard+op and extras.
Standard typewriters with stands. 1
Call Larry. 294.2200. days.
ington, 1 Royal, $75 ea. 269-5729,
Corvette ’56. Hard Si sof. top, V-8, stick
Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th announces its
Call Roc Burrell. 297-9981.
wide clearance of men’s clothing.
’59 Triumph. r & h. wwt. Absolutely ex- more than 50% off.
throughnut. 292 6314.
ISispeed racing bike. Compaqn
1960 Corsair Coupe. R.. H.. new tons changer, handle bar operated. WT.:
27,000 m, os.
075 292-3009 502 So. Only $12.00. Don, CV 7.1570.
466, Apt, 16.
Boss guitar & America,’ bike - b,a1
’511 Corvette, 270 hp. 4 spd. $1900 or ,n good condiion. Cal 293-7392.
bes oiler. Will consider trade. See ati
T.V. for tele: RCA V,ctor table rrlo
460 So 10th, Apt. No. 3.
lin. $50. 297.5209. 545 So, 7th No..
’62 Vespa 125 cc, A -I cond., 3300 ml.1
Ca Alter 5 p.m 377.1153
IFor Sale: 8 lb. portable typewriter
_ong $25 297-8911.
BUSINESS SERVICES RI
H. Kardon A 300 30 watt amp. Uo
$175, 253-222’
4uto Insurance for students. Phone 248.synthre.er
2420. Chet Bailey Ins, 385 So. Monroe,
Attention Ho-dads: surfboard for
Street.
CA -I CY 7-6423.
hy W. Long Insurance Counseling.
N-thwastern Mut. Life rewards planni+9 Golf Clubs: Sarazen Irons 1-9
with lowest net costs. g0arenteed in Nelson Wood: 1 & 3. $35. Call
arabiiity. strength of 106 years woe, CV 7.5434
298.370n
,..,
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Of&
EMPLOYMENT (10)
with Check or Money Order.
Telephone solicitor +0 rail trorn our No Phone Orders
J207. 1:30-400, or
Send in Handy Order Blank

serving students for years
195 South First Street

Pete Seeger
Sings for Peace

Hugh B. Hester
Brig. General
Speaks for Peace
Tuesday. .. May 7
8 P.M.
Donations: $1.50
Students: $1.00
Stop In This Weekend ... Our Food’s Great
World Famous Pancakes
Premi.im Gro.ino Steak

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus ineptus,
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out 1+
ndy order form, clip it, and send it with a check
to the Spartan Doily Advertising Office, J207, St
Jcn State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads mu
:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
be i b

I.L.W.U. Auditorium

1/4 -Lb. Ham5urger
Ham & Eggs

400 N. Point St
San Francisco

UNCLE RHIN’S P tNCAKE HOUSE
S g,rs+

go,
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u
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oral
Mrs
(Dr. Freud) hypnotizes young David
b
Callum (Carl von Schlosser) in an effort to free him of his Oedi
complex in a scene from John Huston’s "Freud," a UnivePri
picture now playing at the Esquire Theatre. Also starring in 11
picture are Susannah York, Larry Parks and Susan Kohners

lions, both here and abroad.
Miss Warner is affiliated professionally with the Pasadena Society of Artists, Society of Western Artists, Carmel Art Association, Laguna Beach Art Association, and Women Painters of the
West. She is listed in the current
National Cyclopedia of American
Biography.

Folk Singer Seeger
To Sing for Peace
Pete Seeger. America’s moat
famous folk singer, will be in San
Francisco on Tuesday at 8 to "Sing
for Peace" at a mass meeting to
be held in the International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
auditorium, 400 North Point, Hugh
B. Hester, Brigadier General (retired), will share the platform and
give an address on the subject. "A
German Peace Treaty is Imperat
The funds raised will be utilized
to assist in the promotion of peace
activities at home and abroad.
Persons attending will he asked to
make a donation as follows: for
’ students, $1.00 and adults, $1.50.

First Performanc
Set at SF State
For Harris Piece

Sc
also
the
are e
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Paign
Si is
hares
point
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new o
hers.
Bob

The premiere t0ri.1111:inee
composition by Roy lfarrs,
temporary Ametican cons
will be Introduced to Bay
music lovers at a concert 014
in the Main Auditorium ie
Francisco State f’ollege.
The performance will lied
8:30 p.m.
Harris, with his wife /IS p
soloist, Will present the in
playing of his "l’olk Fanta.y
Festivals."
The composition is a 11111
pieces for mixed chits,
soloists. Though sections (4
work have been perfonned,
state college performance
the first complete presentation
The work is in five maven)
They are: "My Praise Shall NI
End"; "The Weeping Wilk
"David Slew Goliath"; "Worl
Man’s Pride" and "Fun and
sense Parody."
Harris, who is in the front r
of 20th century composers, is
pleting a final year of teach!%.
UCLA. Next fall he is schsi
to take the post of comp.
residence at the Unisersity
Pacific, where his wife is
a member of the ntusic two::
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SPAGHETTI

Our S

99’

All You Can Eat!
with garlic bread and salad

CHARCOAL BROILED
Served with Salad,
and
STEAKS Vegetable
$1.29
Baked Potato
Wtosidayt 6 a.m. to 8 p.m,

Ausp. Continuations Committee
World Congress Or
General Disarmament and Peace

294-7716
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MONTGOMERY CLIFT

Carmel Artist Holds
One Woman Show

MOUTH WATERING STEAKS THE WAY YOU LIKE ’EM

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
S.F. Folk Fest May 24 Masc- Cy 8-4973 for .k’s 5-d -"

its School of Medicine (-stablished in the title role, Susannah York
by the Emperor Joseph II Under ius the personification 14 several
this enlightened reign the whole. of his Most famous cases, Susan
field. of medicine and natural sci- I Kohneras his young wife, and
ences were explored and brought Larry Parks as the fellow physician most closely identified with
up to date.
The majority of the film takes him in the crucial years of his
place during the period when career.
Freud is disseminating his obserThe most startling sequences of
vations on the structure of the the entne movie were the dreams.
human mind, these are the crucial Freud himself would dream he was
five years that led to his discovery being pulled Into a black, gaping
of psychoanalysis.
cave by a rope around his waist.
"Freud" :Mos Montgomery CM His beautiful young patient, Cecity, dreamt of a huge red tower
by the seashore.
All the dreams were filled with
Out of this World Food
at Down to Earth Prices symbolism which Freud later
solved and rescued the audience
Whether if’s a meal or
by explaining them to a patient
or colleague.
a snack try . . .
The film became all the more
Howard’s
ent railing if you have some backCrystal Creamery
ground in psychology, but John
Huston, director, did a good job
Fountain - Restaurant
explaining things pictorially.
7+h & Santa Clara, San Jose

Sat. 7 a.,r,

to 7 r

LYN’S BAR-B-Q

311 N. 1st loft Julian)

CT 74255

...1111

Check a Classification:
Announcements
Business Services r- Instruction
Housing
Automotive
S_ Merchandise
Print your ad here:
114r

011111111
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SPECIAL

ALL STE. DENTS ARE INVITED

Girl’s "Tennies"

Trophies %s ill he presented to

Black & White Canvas
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Starting Date

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

Its
Santa
Puns.
With
leaPs an
other c
are i,sis
darn, in

the Pushcart Itelzus: Race Winners.

Blaek bite
& Beige Cord

Tickets: *,;l.25 per couple Dress: Informal

55

_ Check No,

Enclosed $

&Parr Iii
Nal
Slid ’pm
the
te

Nan,*
Address
Kon

City

Sizes

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each adelti lino

4 to 10

One tirn
50t a line

Three times
25t a line

Five time.
20t a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CV 4-6414, Ex/. 2061,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

$3.95 VAlue

2"
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Tickets ,... 1.11.
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For Emergencies Chinese Culinary Art,
When Party Ends Comes as Dragon to
Friday, May 3, 1963
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By DICK WEST
ratted Press laternaUoual
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Every
goad host and hostess need to
have a few gags they can use in
emergencies to make certain their
guests leave on time.
Following are a few gaga that
/ have picked up reecntly and that
will new pass along for the benewho might be
fit of any readers
entertaining soon.
They are practically guaranteed
to start your guests moving toward the door. Let us begin with
Mrs. Kennedy’s delicate condition.
Radio- television commentator
Joseph McCaffrey views the current air of expectancy at the
White House as a political omen.
"The President," says McCaffrey. "15 prepared to carry the
art of baby -kissing to the ultimate
degree of perfection. He is even
supplying the babies."
Exit the first wave of guests.
BARES VS. HOUNDS
Sen. George D. Aiken. (R-Vt.i,
also detects political overtones in
the fact that three Kennedy wives
are expecting.
lie suggests that the next campaign may shape up along the lines
of the classic race between the
pares ;mil the hounds. At some
point o:ie hare turns to another
and says, "Shall we run some more
or Si III 1ind outnumber them?"
Exit second wave. Now let us
switch to Congress,
As eeiyone knows, the House
Of Representatives is spending upward, of $100 million on a fancy
pew office building for its members.
BA Loftus, a local public rela-

That
special
Place
There’s a special piece for
you at Bohannon’s. A place
where we can cater to your
every whim. A place where
that special evening may
start or end.
Be It luncheon or dinner,
hors d’oeuvers or a midnight
snack, our food is delectable,
our service is unbeatable.
Also, don’t forget that Bohannon’s has ample parking
space for your convenience.
Remember, there’s a special place for you at

Culture
San Jose

tions man, recommends that it be
By CHERI WALKER
A quarter acre of land is de- Kong, and during a aural tour
I called the "Tax Mahal."
Do you ever hanker for a taste’ voted to a formal Chinese rock inspected 20 of the top Chinese
A Loftus gag will break up a of the culture and exotic culinary garden highlighted with fountains. restaurants. At that time he put’party faster than anything I know arts of Chinese life? You don’t The quiet beauty of this oriental chased decorations and equipment
have to go clear around the world splendor serves as an outdoor in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan
of, except maybe an air raid.
to get it. Dick "Torn" Yee’s cocktail lounge and sidewalk cafe
Dick Yea’s dream came true last
NO TIME TO DAWDLE
Dragon restaurant, located at in mild weather.
December with the grand opening
Next we have a congressional 1350 S. Bascom in
San Jose, is a
All of this is the result of a 38- for his soon-to-be-built Dragon.
gag by Oscar Johnson of the Cap- convenient
and beautiful way to
year-old dream. From 1926 to of the Dragon. It opened with a
itol Hill weekly roll call. It con- get a good sample
along with exbang created by strings of firecerns charges that Congress has cellent American food
for those 1928 Yee ran a small Chinese res- crackers 20 feet long and the
been dawdling this year.
who prefer it. A tile-topped pa- taurant in Winnemuca, Nev. Last Chinese Lion Dancers of San
According to Johnson, the goda marks the spot.
year he spent 40 days in Hong Francisco.
charges are baseless. He contends
Dick’s 16,000 square foot Dragthat our lawgivers haven’t had a on
is probably one of the world’s
chance yet "for any really serious largest
and most ornate modern
dawdling because of all the re- Chinese
restaurants. One of the
main attractions of the Dragon is
If there are any guests still the
Pagoda Lounge, featuring a
RESTAURANT and SIFT SHOP
hanging on after all of this, you sunken bar.
A night sky ceiling
WORLD’S LARGEST AND FINEST CHINESE RESTAURANT
can tell them comedian Mark Rus- hovers over
the rich upholstery
Featuring
sell’s gag about the outbreak of and heavy
Chinese
Ametican
cuisin prpared by a famous chtif horn Hong Kong
carpeting.
Dinners ’arced dily 5 to II P.M , Lunch horn 1110 A.M. Dancing in ou,
street crimes in the capital.
beautiful lounge isyry Thurs , Fridy, a Saturday nights Spec ol ’Roy.,
The twin King’s Palace dining
"I didn’t know we were having
Pagoda Dinnor- for 2 or more Visit our beautiful gift shop Sr.
King .
rooms are alive with melonTower," and fabulous rock gardmi.
a crime wave," Russell says. "I
orange, gold, royal purple, and
We cater to Banquet and privets parties up to 1,000 people
thought it was like this all the
black. Screened by anodized alumLOCATED NEXT TO DICK’S SUPER MARKET No, 3
time."
On the San Jose - Los Gatos Road
inum, the two rooms seat more
Phone CV 24130
As a last resort, if one guest
than 350 guests. From the table,
still hasn’t gone and he happens
one can see star-like light fixtures
to be a politician, tell him this:
twinkling overhead a night -black
"You know what scientists proceiling. Sleek wooden draperies
With
duced by crossing a politician with
divide the Dragon banquet room, EThis
a gorilla? A retarded gorilla."
Coupon
which has a capacity of 700.
The mystery of a concealed enA FULL 8 OZ. GLASS
trance adds to the charm of the
OF
Dragon’s tower under the pagoda
mot’ for those who desire excluORANGE WINZIT DRINK
she dining. The ceiling is made
America’s Fi,st Whipped Orange Juice Drink
Cool
Delicious
.
Refreshing
from handbent timbers shipped in
This Coupon Good until May 16411
from Taiwan. The tower seats
Prof. Nels Oback, of the SJS about 50 people.
E We Also Serve
Art Department, will give a lecIf you’ve kept track of the num- 5
Charcoal Burgers
ture demonstration on painting bers throughout this article, you
Hot Dogs
techniques tomorrow at the Santa will have realized that. Dick’s
Prentice
Clara Valley chapter meeting of Dragon can host about 1000 guests
the Pacific Arts Association at at a time. Yee, also owner of a
Foothill College art department. chain of grocery stores, employs a
The session will run from 9 a.m. staff of about 25 to keep his resSANTA CLARA & II ST.
to 12 noon. Refreshments will be taurant running smoothly. Gene
;71.11111nummt1M11111111111111111111111111111MIMIIIIIIIiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimittime:
served.
Yee, the eldest son, is vice-presiA practical painting session, fol- dent and general manager of the
lowing the lecture, is open to the Yee operations. Donald, Yee’s
public for $1. Students may attend youngest son, is manager of the
at half price.
new restaurant.
The entry fee will be collected at
Tee’s only daughter, Virginia
the door to the Art Department at Yee Ho, is the proprietress of
Foothill tomorrow morning at 9. 2.000 square feet called Virginia’s
Foothill College is located in Los Gift Shop. The shop stocks ChinSo far, nobody has been successful in
Altos on El Monte off El Camino ese clothing, art objects and imdescribing the pizza from the Straw
Real.
ported gifts.
Hat in a single word. Sonic‘ get it
clown to two or three; mouth-eatering, great, fantastic, delicious, delec
BRAND NEW
table, and delightful always seem to
IN SAN JOSE
be represented. So, next time von
have a Pizza Supreme, try to describe
it in just one word. Think ou can
do it?

DICK’S 9RAGON
Pee

SJS Art Professor
Leads Workshop

opic of Speech
s Day Program
1 adrainistrators, in full ; appearance following his recent
regalia, from the ad n building to concert The program in Concert Hall
will be tollovved by a luncheon tor
the
Jr the program will bel invited guests in the patio of
y organist Richard Jew- I Education Building Brief dedicatour ot music at SJS. tion exercises for the structure will
he held following the luncheon.
sP’.: Guided tours of the newly dedicated building will be available.
The public is invited to the dedication ceremonies. Seats will be
provided in the area adjacent to
the patio iind on die tialeoni.ss
overlooking it.
The first Founders Day was
elul in 1959, two years after San
lose State’s Centennial Celehrft’.,,n

URENCE D. HASKEW
. . . keynote speaker

Alumni Week
Opens Drive
For Members

Opening of Spring Alumni Week
ppella choir will proside today, bringing thousands of alumict ions.
ni back to the SJS campus, marks
Joseph Gitin, Temple the launching of the Alumni Asin San Jose will give the
sociation’s senior membership
3.
ynote speaker will be in-, drive.
Seniors may apply for memberby Pres. John T. Wahl .he president’s first public ship at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
booth in front of the cafeteria, or
at the Alumni Office, 224 E. San
Carlos St.
During Spring Alumni Week the
association is offering a free cap
and gown, as well as 12 graduation announcements to all seniors
riser for the program, at who sign up for life membership,
Assoas Services, 319 S. Fifth said Rick Buxton, Alumni
ciation executive director.
The Alumni Association works
to promote SJS academic and athletic achievements, increase endowment funds for research and
scholarships-. provide more campus
facilities, and expand its own
se:wices.
"Not all facilities, equipment, or
pting to explain the title
, "So You Want to be a !financial support needed by the
Psychologist?". Dr. Karl , college, its faculty and students
ler, professor of psychol- can be provided by the state," said
,11 lecture today on the , Buxton.
-This additional support must
.al aspects of psychology.
wiry. and counseling in come from alumni."
Life membership costs $100. and
tt 2:30 p.m. Interested per can be paid according to several
ay attend.
Don’t forget our ragtime music on week ends. Words
school psychologists do payment plans. There is also an
which might be used to describe it arc: awinging, toe ’minister much therapy.’’ . annual membership plan which
s Mueller. "Their work is rirsTs V’S per %’ear
tapping, exciting, or just plain fun. So come out anti
y to assist children in ad enjoy yourself!
better to the school sillw- to refer them to loc.:.
ties."
erned with vocational info’ Di’. Muelle:’s speech w.I
kinds of wurk, function g, and credentials. Dr. Muelrez7izeszrozsz, avir.ra,ir irrateAraE17.1 Ariffifft
Automobile seat belts can reI briefly discuss the proahanges and recommenda- ’see injuries by more than onecredentials which are in - third, according to the National
in the controversial Fisher Safety Council.
Tropicana Shopping Center
And, in studies by the AutomoKing and Story Roads
4ueller is a part-time school bile Crash Injury Research of
togist and formerly the Di - Cornell University, motorists were
w
At, Vaatift,
.)f Guidance for a Nebraska , found 60 per cent less likely to
’have an injury of any sort, if
nity
- - wearing belts.
Seat belts provide protection by
I
preventing the passengers being
!thrown out of the car or being
thrown around inside the car in
the case of sudden braking or
collision.
In conjunction with a three-week
Seat Belt Safety Campaign at S.TS
students may purchase special
turd 256 square miles of city the anticipation of a future point- I visions, convenience of centralized priced belts at the Spartan Hook public utilities and urban renewal
lotion boom.
beginning today. They will
All is not black on the inter- programs, outlying areas still oh- stun’
RESENTMENT
ject to being swallowed by the he installed at the corner of
Resentment of San Jose’s "el- county zoning horizon, however.
San Carlos Streets on
Diplomatic relations are being city limits and being subject to Eighth and
bowing in" is matched by the city’s
Thursday and Friday, May 9-10,
arranged between the city of San the smaller lot zoning provisions.
need for space.
Under the new zoning ordinance. 16-17, 23-24.
The population of the major Jose and the county in their coopBelts sell for $6.19 and installscity in Santa Clara County Is erative East Side general plan, a the smallest lot size for San Jose
tion is $1.50.
pilot plan wh ich began eight developments is 6,000 square feet
increasing by 35,000 per year.
Lot sizes of 5,000 square feet and
Conflicts develop between the months ago.
smaller were allowed in past or- Frosh to Discuss
IT’S CAT AND MOUSE
city and county over zoning ideas
"We’re still playing a ’Cat and dinances and zoning cannot ho
for annexed areas.
SJS - SJCC Gam*
"Take McKee Road, for ex- Mouse’ game in other areas," Ma- retroactive.
CONTRAST’
three
Discussion of the SJS-San Jose
he
cl.
"but
in
bait
g
chado
Machado,
ample," suggested Frank
Matched with the smaller corn- City College exchange dance and
assistant secretary to the county months we’ll he getting a report
planning commission, "The coun- on the success nf the first coop- munities’ minimum zoning of 8.100 basketball game will be the main
and 10,000 square feet and larger, 11CM of business at the freshman
ty planned it as a road to the erative zoning plan."
The city and county are also San Jose’s provision seems small class meeting in E132 at 3:30 p.m.
bedroom communities. Commercial development was kept off in cooperating on a $70,000,000 ex- and threatening to areas outside todav. according to Freshman
"However, unless time and mon- Class President Art Simburg.
order to provide a quiet and fast pressway program.
The dance anti game are Satur"One thing the city is planning ey are available for sufficient
route from home to work.
and providing for," admitted the landscaping and upkeep, large lots day. May 17. The game is free to
RE-ZONING
"Since the city has annexed the editor, "Ii the movement of traffic lose their advantage." argued all SJS students and will be held
Thomas, in agreement with similar 111 the Meets Gym at 8 p.m. The
McKee Road area, it has re-zoned In and around the city area."
Bill Thomas agreed and outlined thoughts expressed la; several psi, dance is 25 cents per person and
to allow commercial and business
will be in the Women’s Gym at
establishments along the road," the routes of future freeways in vate citizens,
San Jose master plans include 9.30 p.m.
continued Machado, "The four- the city including the Crosstown,
Only freshmen who did not play
lane rdential artery is no longer Guadalupe, West Valley, Capitol 12 planning areas with adequate
serving its purpose and is becom- and Juniper Serra freewaya A provisions for large lot residential on the freshman basketball team
portion of the latter is already arming in the countryside arras may try out for the team which
ing a traffic entanglement."
such as Alum Rock, Evergreen and will play Saturday night, Simburg
The first county zoning plan "as tinder construction.
Almaden plus denser population said. Tryouts are the same day
LOT SIZE HIT
put forth in 1938 and according to
But even with the city advan- provisions in the central and other at 10 a.m. at the courts on Eighth
Machado, "this basic plan is stal
I good" as it was construed around tages of better thoroughfare pro- presently built-up areas.
" and San Fernando Streets,

Orange Winzit Snack Bar

eas Rep ,

dnesday

Maybe You Can Do It ...

Pi.41
where you get a

FULL COURSE DINNER
for as little as $1.45

ChP141

whole Barbecue Chicken
to take out
$1.49

cteak *we
1401 S. First St .

SPARTAN TEMPO--6

17 E. SANTA CLARA

CT 34661

hology Topic
rof’s Speech

-

,t

(

International Restaurant

Small Cities Battle San Jose’s Annexation Plan
tts HSI’ CHALLBERG
for no more commercial zoning
Sate ,
Valley has growing than already existed and set out
Pains
to prove that commerce and inthe population growing by dustry were not necessary to mainl’ola :old bounds, San Jose and tain the residential community.
other ,:ities within the county
The West Valley Improvement
are , aatantly poking their boungroup, now Saratogans, were con(lama in every available direction fronted with abstention from the
as tau- never-ending search for
coot h tseuussitary orchardists.
51r1C0. lives on.
"The orchardists claimed they
Not to be outdone, the small
their agriculand -.pinky residential areas fight wanted to continue
tural work and not take a chance
the
tentacles" of annexation
on being subdivided," reflected the
editor of a small daily paper in
".’,TALI, CITIES FIGHT
the west valley area, "but what
s ;
1936, outlying areas in the
they really wanted was to hold
yaie% began to be conscious of
their land for a higher
Sat Jose’s push for further city out and sell
price to industrial interests."
lam, The fight against a future
CONG BATTLE
tf annonymity within the bounAfter a long battle with the
d:ales became an overnight drive
tor rich communities as now ex- orchardists and community mem.
Imam Saratoga and Monte Sereno. bers who could not realize the
of
These west valley areas, which threat of growing boundaries
Saratoga beire now among the more exclu- surrounding cities,
came an incorporated area.
ice living regions
within the
Saratnge’s dreams of having
enunty, started their incorporation
Moves with the hope of remaining large home building sites and little
"countrified" without the seepage commercial area became a reality.
Of San Jose commercial areas and The city has since proved that
small -lot reining.
it does not need the income of
commercial interests to exist.
STRItentilliE BEGINS
The struggle for incorporation
Contracts for fire and police
blan in 1956. Planners allowed protection plus other public utila

ties are made with the county and
surrounding areas.
SAME PROBLEM
The Anti -Annex League, now
Monte Serena faced much the
same problem of Saratoga.
Already dotted with large and
beautiful estates, Monte Sere110
residents feared being annexed to
Las Gatos and having to be rezoned into smaller lots.
Monte Sereno’s struggle was
also won and the scenic area remaina unmarred by commercialism
and crowded housing developments.
The smaller residential areas
may have their dreams of the future, but ever-growing San Jose
also has its hopes.
SAN JOSE ON THE MOVE
"We’re planning for an eventual
two million population," explained
Bill Thomas, a member of the
San Jose department of planning
gtaff, as he described the speculations of the city, "by 2,010, we
expect a population of 1.800,000.
"There are SO square miles within the city limits now and probably will increase to 100 square
miles by the end of 1963," said
Thomas, "the master plans for
the future center around an even-

Stuiles Show
Belts Lessen
Auto Injuries

s-srAirraN Trstro
1-SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, May .

Chemists’ Computer
Can Be Seen Monda
If’ontinuwsi from nig.. I
The artist, who usually
Marvin Coon, senior chemii
are giving encouragement to the
, or, then takes the instruct
project.
makes his own choice as ta
"We stait by taking statements "But once you’ve
assigned
from artists about what good art to a number,
you’ve got
is." Larsen explained, and feed with it."
said Coon.
this into the computer." The in"We achieve some inters,
formation must first he translated fects," he
went on, "by
into mathematics, as this is the squares,
rectangles, distorts
only language computers know.
and triangles."
"Such items as piatIntrtion, bal- , Does "computer art" hi
ance, and a center of interest are Potential?
what we ask the computer to wiak
"Well, after my wife arir
with," Mrs. Short-en added.
one." Dr. Fessenden said, "v
When the design instructions it in the living room. Th
eurne out, they look something like went out and bought a rue
an income tax table - an array of cover and began to return
ekaely-spread numbers. "They may house," he quipped. "So I
be aesthetically pleasing to an- there’s money in it for som
other computer, but they require
If you’re curious, the a
translation for human apprecia- Bookstore will begin dig
tion." Dr. Fessenden explained.
some "computer art" on IV

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Hitchcock Successful
At Playing Two Ro/es
HOLLYWOOD tUPI/ ---- One.. scripts. And every So often I take
and only one, producer-director la day off to film seven of my perhas appeared on television every sonal introductions of the show in
week tot the past e.ght years, a bunch."
simultaneously turning out eight
Unseemly though it may be,
bit movies.
Hitchcock is an middle-aged Englishman of slightly rotund proporIlls name: Alfred Hitchcock.
The cherubic Hitch, fits pink tions who can be described as
wattle, aglow, manages to juggle "cute." His eyes ate filled with
both mediums by working week- mischief; his vocabulary with wit.
But his appearance belies the
ends
"During the week I devote my shrewd artist beneath the surface.
time to movies," he said in his His success on video and the big
office at Universal Studios. "On screen is nothing short of specSaturday and Sunday I study TV tacular.
tj110111Io’ 111i1111111011/11:11111111019111411M111111C11111MIRM1011111i1111111111111111111911(101119111111110111111WHIllEr
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BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus,
frangipanni, or any other sensible tiling, just fill out 1,
ndy order form, clip it, and send it with a check
to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, S
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California, Ads mu
be i b
:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

.- - . .k

COUPON
FREE
If-xis COUPON ENTITLES vOU TO ONE DELICIOUS DINNER FREE WITH A
P4 0 DINNER OF THE SAmE VALUE 041Nimur.4 VALUE IS II TS

M-

Street Hofbrau features

I

% ALUABLE

FREE

Harry

Pollack’s

Main

g--:

delicious roast beef, chicken dinners
and other choice foods

3

No reservations needed! Closed Sundays

i
3
1

This coupon good from 3-8 p.m. until June 1, 1963

i
3

MAIN STREET _1/0

E
I
-.a-

sIIN JOSE, CALIFORNIA_
29...2011
..to sill TH FIRST ST.
111111MtlillialM14110111111111111111111111111111011111!111111111M11111H11111111111111111111117

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 2% HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

Wasted: Swim histresters s
Guards. Sever& country club o
S.F. Fell Feet. May 24. Maio- Auq. k. Ca!
567-1822 Calif. Aquatic
p.m. CV 8-49’3 for tins. atid "to.
, Hasher wanted: work I meal.
AUTOMOTIVE (41
dad, Apply 91 So, 12th St.
’59 Sprits with hardtop, radio & heater, ;
HOUSINO (12)
Also 57 Morgan. 537-2684 after 4 p.m.;
Male needed to share flat acrc.
1940 4 dr. Cadillac, etc. cond. $200. CV ;r Science
81ding. $25/mo. 298-521’
7-0301. 60? N. 16th.
Modern 1 bed, drapes, carpe
16 Feed 2 dr. V-8, stick with od, good reirig. Free washer.
cond. $250 or best offer. Call 259-2106 Vine. M?r. apt. 1. dryer. $75 r
P.M.
MERCHANDISE
Allstate "compact" scooter flie new.
Saddle bags for bcolts. $200. Sea at 520 Matched Fisher Components, k
Page St S.J.
stereo Amp & Mps tuner (stereo
mo. old, $169 ea. 258-0355.
Porsche ’SI rdstr, w/hardtop and extras.
Cad Larry, 294 2200 days.
Standard typewriters with stands.
ington, I Royal. $75 ea. 269-572
Corvette ’56. Herd & s,str top. V-8, s.;c1r
Call Roc Burrell. 297-9981.
Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th announces i
wide clearance
menu ciorhin
’59 Triumph, r & In ww*. Absolutely es ntora than 50% of
off;
4
cellen thrcv.7,- ,* 247
ISspeed racing bike, Comae’
1960 Corsair Coupe.
-’
’
-a-ger handle bar operated. W
27,000 roves. 5:0"S. 292-.1,09 002 0.
512.00. Don, CV 7.1570.
74th, Apt. 16.
Boss guitar American bile II Corvette, 270 hp. 4 spd. $1900
Call 293.739Z
best -...cfer. W.: consider trade. See at
460 So. 10th Apt. No. 3.
T.V. for sale: RCA V:ctor table in
^ $50. 297-5209. 545 So. 7th Nc
’62 Vespe 125 cc, A.I cond., 3300 m
,i.er 5 p.m., 377-1153.
For Sale: 9 lb. portable typewrit
-ad $25 797-8911.
BUSINESS SERVICES (8)
H. Karam’ A 300 30 watt amp. ’
Auto Insurance t-r stuelee; 01-4 249sneaker sys’em $175. 253-22
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
Street.
Attention Ho-dads: surfboard f:" 7.6423.
by W. Long Insurance Cc,
Northwestern Mut. Life rewards r
Golf Clubs: Sarazen Irons 1-9
with lowest net costs. guaranis 1 & 3. $35. Call
surabi.ity strength -af 106 years
295.3700
TO PLACE AN AD.
EMPLOYMENT
CO
Call at Spartan Daily Ad OW
--with Check or Money Order
Telephone solicitor
No Phone Orders
J207 I 30-400. or
Send in Handy Order Blank

Friday, May 3, 1963

GREEN

ALL

18

HOLE

COURSE

-

5! PAR

CI eattche OePde
Golf Course and Driving Range
Weekday student green fees 61.25
5 manlier, from Civic Center - I mile East on McKee Road Overpass
CL 1-1143
2142 McKee Road
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

SHE - I WANT
TO GO DINNING
AND DANCING!
HE - I

Mavis Rivers,

’The Birds’ Macabre,
Says Film Reviewer
By Bolt PAC’S’
Alfred Hitchisick, master of the
macabre, has come up with another opus that will give many
persons nightmares in his latest
effort to scare the daylights out
of everyone, ’The Birds."
The screen play is based on a
short story by Daphne du Maurier.
Like most Hitchcock movies, the
action is slow in getting started.
The master prefers to work up
the suspense and horror casually,
dropping little incidents here and
there along the way.
BODE-GA BAI
Bodega Bay in Northern California is the setting. To this somewhat prosaic setting comes Tippi
Hedren to deliver a pair of love
birds to a sister of Rod Taylor.
Miss Hedren is reminiscent of
Grace Kelly, and is Hitchcock’s
latest find.
Thus far, nothing of critical irn,00rtance in the plot seems to have
occurred until a sea gull swoops
, down and grazes Miss Hedren on
the head. While disturbing, the incadent apparently is forgotten.

Shorty Rogers
Meet in Album
By STAN
\1(
A hit In jazz hits Iseeti
with the !went
the album, "Mavis
Shorty Roger’s,."
Rivers with hei
earns WIl
Rogers to set h:
the run
lighte tn-pDvipaTifnorg
ja
Ian. All the listener
has
cloandoreaisdilcylos:ndhiseaesyile;

ing, yet it is doubtful that anyone
will leave midway through the
film.
UGLY ARMY
The bird attacks become more
numerous. First they dive down
upon a group of children at a
birthday party. Next an "army"
of ugly, black crows launches an
assault against the tiny school.
A third major effort Ls an all-out
raid by the birds on the town itself and here is where the film’s
bloodiest scenes occur
Still another attack by the birds
is upon Taylor’s house where he
Is trapped with Miss Hedren. his
mother, played by Jessica Tandy,
and his sister, played by Veronica
Cartwright.

ACCIDENT.LI. ATTACK
From here, the tension mounts
steadily. What began AS an apparently accidental bird attack on a
single person now becomes a full
scale war against Bodega Bay by
hundreds of thousands of gull s,
cross’s and other assorted feathery
creatures.
The reason for the bird attacks
Ls not clearly given. Apparently
Hitchcock prefers to let each viewer interpret the meaning of the
bird onslaught

i’linnad.anehe
himself in a nig/Item, with these
two versatile jazz musicians enter.
ntisirI scores for al us
laiiThe
ngointh:stage.
Rivers in the album bring out the
best in her voice. They are crisply and sparingly arranged to 41.
low her and Rogers a maximum
amount of freedom. Both enter.
tainers take advantage of this. and
they produce a relaxing mood, with
zestful beginnings for each tune.
With each gay, brisk ix.giuning
the listener can readily gain interest in the forthcoming melody’
Miss Rivers has an effective nar.
mtive sense, telling her story
above the background musk.. Her
resonant voice corms through
clearly, and it should he itiqtre.
ciated by anyone who enjoys Ilea%
lag a good singer.
Rogers, with his horn
:;,.
excellent mood for each by listening to his pert
one can easily tell he h
asinsn.
ee
te t feeling 1.r irrd4.;

TEARING AT HOUSE
The four must listen, helplessly,
to the sounds of thousands of birds
tearing away at the house, trying
to get at the persons caught inside.
It’s a remarkable, totally chilling scene.
Some persons will be critical of
the film’s ending. But there seems
no other way Hitchcock could have
concluded the film.
In a way, this ending carries a
dramatic punch that nothing else
could have equaled. It’s reminiscent of the ending of "On The
Beach."
Enough said?

LIKE PSYCHO’
The picture is every bit as terrifying as "Psycho," but there is a
very different, more deeply rooted
kind of terror that will make each
viewer respond with heartbeats
and shaking hands as he realizes
the complete helplessness of each
, character in the film.
Because of the very nature of
the subject matter, the film has
scenes of stark brutality that may
shock and even offend many viewers.
It certainly is not pleasant view-

1
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* BEAUTIFULLY
PLANNED
* REASONABLY PRiC7..
* IN PERFECT TASTE
.
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dinners and breakfasts, too!

17AATEPT.1
PHONE 298-5000
ROUTE 17 AT N. 1st

DON’T KNOW

WHERE TO GO!

RESTAURANT

HERE’S THE

AND DRIVE-IN

ANSWER...

ette:6 cteak #owe
- Complete Dinrvrs Bar -89
I; oz. New York Cut Steak
52.75
14 oz. Top Sirloin
SI 95
$1.95
Ribs
S1.85
Chicken
$3.50
Lobster
of
In,
Garlic Bread 3tttd Palate end Green Salad with Cho
Vinegar
end
Oil
Dressing. Roque.s - "cousand Island MIlk ,15
. I

950 South First Street

3 lin,

This weekend conic out to the SKY.LARK

torrnerly Anthor, .

e have
For breakfast. lunch, dinner or just a coffee date.
finest food you will find anywhere and at prices colle!!,
can afford.

the

3!
01
7
TRY c

ST
Remember there i-

at

our drive-in.

Restaurant open 24 hours
Drive -In open ’til 3 a.m.

521 W.

Santa Clara S.

Check a Classification:
- A nnnnn cements
Business Services- Instruction
Automotive
Housing
Merchandise
Print your ad here:

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED

SPECIAL

Girl’s "Tennies"
Black

(Count 33 Letters and Spout for Each Lino)
Starting Date,

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

Enclosed I

Trophies 1611 he presented to

bite ( am a -

the Pushcart liclaN Race Winners.

Black - White
& Beige Cord

Tickets: $1.25 per couple I)ress: Informal

Check No.

Nen,
Address
CIS,/

_

Sizes
4 to 10

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
on. time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each iscia91 llpia

One time
50g a line

Three times
25t a line

Five times
20t a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CT 44414, Est. 2081
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

$1.9

Value,

297

Tickets

ll he on sale in front (81 the Cafeteria and the Book-

store Tuesday. Viednesdav, and Thursday, May 7th, 8th, and
9t

11111 for eNeryone! Sef vou there!
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Roof op Singers ;Friday,
’Set 1st Local Spot One World Concert Album
By Jazz-Master Garner
iAt Folk Festival

VICTORIOUS GUITAR PLAYERS

inn

or.
ad
ith
no.
tnz
dy.
arler
Lin

THE BIG SMILES of winners are on the faces of Abe Cordova
(I.), junior, and Chuck Cate, senior. "The Moonshiners," folkiwosome, won first place in a recent talent show at
Allen Hall.

leontyne Price Stars
In New ’Butterfly’
lt. BOB PACINI
Leont ne Price, soprano from
Laurel. Miss., is rapidly establishag, herself as one of the most important and certainly one of the
finest present day Fingers.
Miss Price has risen from a
rang, inexperienced voice student in a practically unknown
town. to one of the world’s most
sought after vocalists who has
rune in almost every major opera house in the world.
Miss Price. like Marian Anderson. is 0110 of the few members of

I
I

Student
Bowling
3 lines $1 .. anytime
35c a line after 6 p.m.
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week

$1.35

We

no St.

CY 4 780G

his patented introfrom one
ner ductions to an old favorite such
has a new album out and it pre. as -Sweet and Lovely," the audisents the prominent jazz -master at torium swelled with applause.
Johnny Mathis is famous for his
his best. Recorded live at the Sestyling of "Misty," but the popuattle World’s Fair, the album, lar pianist may top Mathis with
"Emil! Garner -- One Win Id Con- his version of the same piece. "The
cert" (Reprise, R60801, hits all of Way Vest Look Tonight," is the
Garner’s many moods, from the Garner his fans love (and who
lyrical tr.:1 moving "Happiness is isn’t a Garner fan?). The breezy
a Thing Called Joss" to a swinging tempo and the constant keeping
of the beat with the left hand rerendition of "Mack the Knife."
The entire program was unpin- mind the listener of his many
grammed and as Garner broke other *albums.
The

es PE -1,44,111411.

EITIA I

Gal

Take the sky/ill to the heights of
dining pleasure!

topic of Speech
is Day Program
nd administrators. In full [appearance folloulf,f, his recent
regalia, from the ad The- program in Concert Hall
ion building to concert
will he followed te, a luncheos tor
for the program will bet invited guests in the patio of the
by organist Richard Jes- Education Building. Brief dedicalessor tot music at SJS. I ’ion exercises for the structure will
, be held following the luncheon.
Ise tr.: Guided tours of the newly dedicared building will be available.
The public is invited to the dedication ceremonies. Seats will he
provided in the area adjacent to
the patio and on the balconies
overlooking it.
The first Founders Day was
.. I
held in 1959, two years after San
State’s Centennial Celebra-

.4

Alumni Week
Opens Drive
For Members

Now Featuring

WILTON JONES TRIO
IhurSdav through Saturdays

4il

11 s.m 2 a m
LUNCHEON: Moo Fri. 11:30 a
OiNNER: Mon. Sat. 5 p m 11 pm.

1.

rip4377-

ALMA GOLF COURSE

AURENCE D. HASKEW
... keynote speaker

Alumni Week
.4
slay, bringing thousands of alumled t ions.
ni back to the SJS campus, marks
Joseph Gitin, Temple the launching of the Alumni AsOnly Lighted Golf
1 in San Jose will give the
sociation’s senior membership
n.
Course in Northern
:eynote speaker will be in - drive.
California
Seniors may apply for member1 by Pres. John T. Wahl Studentso n d a yhu
+andr
cu
the president’s first public ship at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
GOLF
Fr
i
d
ayf
a
Monday
booth in front of the cafeteria. or
at the Alumni Office. 224 E. San
Ca-los St.
MINIATURE GOLF
With A.S.B. Cord
’ During Spring Alumni Week the
* 9 -hole golf course
* miniature golf
association is offering a free cap
* puffin greeds
* smock bar
and gown, as well as 12 graduaALMA GOLF COURSE
tion announcements to all seniors
member Speter Foundai,o
!visor for the program, at who sign up for life membership,
445 W. Alma St, Sae Jose
kxButsiv
toe din, retorumni Assoan Services, 319 S. Fifth saidRiceecu
ciation
I The Alumni Association works
to promote SJS academic and athletic achievements, increase enArchie"s
, dowment funds for research and
scholarships. provide more campus
Special Dinner,
facilities, and expand its own
se:aaces.
-Not all facilities, equipment, or
opting to explain the title
Every dinner
a, "So You Want to be a financial support needed by the
includes soup.
Psychologist?". Dr. Karl , college, its faculty and students
her, professor of psychol- can be provided by the state," said
salad. potatoe,
ill lecture today on the Buxton.
nal aspects of psychology., "This additional support must
vegetable and
netry, and counseling in , come from alumni."
bread and butter
at 2:30 p.m. Interested per-. Life membership costs $100. and
I can be paid according to several
say attend.
Dinner
,u; Verk tit.
$1.59
I school psychologists do payment plans. There is also an
iminister much therapy.- annual membership Plan which
Top Sirloin Steak
$1.39
1
r. Mueller. "Their work is costs $5 per year.
Dinner Steak
........
$1.19
ly to assist children in ad better to the school situ
99c
Chicken Fried Steak .. 99c
Roast Pork
or to refer them to
Salad, Coffee, Tea or Milk
Roast Beef
99c
Steak Sandwit.h
99c
:ties."
Spaghetti with
Ground Steak ...
99c
Meat Balls
99c
serried with vocational infer: Breaded l’eal Cutlet . 99c
Ravioli with
Di’. Muelles’s speech w..
Broiled Hamm Steak
Al. -at Balls
99c
- kinds of work, function,
Breaded Scallops
g, and credentials. Dr. Mud A:, snoism seat tsits can reFrench Fried Prawns
II briefly discuss the prochanges and recommenda- duce injuries by more than oneSweetbreads
S
n credentials which are in - third, according to the National
in the controversial Fisher Safety Council.
And, in studies by the AutomoServing frcm 5:00 to 10:00
FREE PARKING
Vlueller is a part-time school bile Crash Injury Research of
S, 2ND s
Closed Sunday
logist and formerly the Di - Cornell University. motorists were
of Guidance for a Nebraska found 60 per cent less likely to
have an injury of any so.: t. if
unity.
wearing belts.
Seat belts provide protection by
preventing the passengers being
thrown out of the car or being
thrown around inside the car in
the case of sudden braking or
collision.
In conjunction with a three-week
Scat Belt Safety Campaign at SJS
students may purchase special
ties are made with the county and trial 256 square miles of city, the anticipation of a future popu- visions, convenience of centralized priced belts at the Spartan
Bookpublic utilities and urban renewal
lation boom.
area."
surrounding areas.
All is not black on the inter- programs, outlying areas still ob- store beginning today. They will
RESENTMENT
SAME PROBLEM
ject to being swallowed by the he installed at the corner of
Resentment of San Jose’s "el- county zoning horizon, however.
The Anti-Annex League, now
Diplomatic relations are being Icily limits and being subject to Eighth and San Carlos Streets on
Monte Sereno, faced much the bowing in" is matched by the city’s
arranged between the city of San the smaller lot zoning provisions. Thursday and Friday, May 9-10,
need for space.
same problem of Saratoga.
Under the new zoning ordinance. 16-17, 23-24.
The population of the major Jose and the county in their coopAlready dotted with large and
Belts sell for $6.19 and installabeautiful estates, Monte Serenol city in Santa Clara County is erative East Side general plan, a the smallest lot size for San Jose
pilot plan which began eight developments is 6,000 square feet. tion is $1.50.
residents feared being annexed to increasing by 35,000 per year.
Lot sizes of 5,000 square feet and
Conflicts develop between the months ago.
Los Gatos and having to be re.
smaller were allowed in past or- Frosh to Discuss
IT’S CAT AND MOI’SE
city and county over zoning ideasl
zoned into smaller lots.
"We’re still playing a ’Cat and dinances and zoning cannot hi:
Monte Sereno’s struggle was for annexed areas.
SJS SJCC Game
"Take McKee Road, for ex- Mouse’ game in other areas," Ma- retroactive.
also won and the scenic area rethree
CONTRAST
g
bed,
"hut
in
is
chado
I
a
Machado,
Frank
Discussion of the SJS-San Jose
suggested
ample,"
commercialism
by
unmarred
mains
Matched with the smaller com- City College exchange dance and
and crowded housing develop- assistant secretary to the county months we’ll he getting a report
planning commission, "The coun- on the success of the first coop- munities’ minimum zoning of 8,000 basketball game will be the main
ments.
and 10.000 square feet and larger, item of business at the freshman
The smaller residential areas ty planned it as a road to the erative zoning plan."
The city and county are also San Jose’s provision seems small class meeting in E132 at 1:50
may have their dreams of the fu- bedroom communities. Commerture, but ever-growing San Jose cial development was kept off in cooperating on a 670,000.000 ex- and threatening to areas outside. today, Recording to Freshman
"However, unless time and mon- ’Class President Art Simhurg.
order to provide a quiet and fast pressway Program.
also has its hopes.
"One thing the city is planning ey are available for sufficient
The dance and game are Saturroute from home to work.
SAN JOSE ON THE MOVE
and providing for" admitted the landscaping and upkeep, large lots day. May 17. The game is free to
RE-ZONING
"We’re planning for an eventual
lose
their
advantage," argued all SJS students and will be held
"Since the city has annexed the editor, "is the movement of traffic
two million population," explained
Thomas, in agreement with similar in the Men’s Gym at 8 p.m. The
Bill Thomas, a member of the McKee Road area, it has re-zoned in and around the city area."
Bill Thomas agreed and outlined thoughts expressed by several pri- dance is 25 cents per person and
San Jose department of planning to allow commercial and business
will be in the Women’s Gym at
’tart as he described the specula- establishments along the road." the routes of future freeways in %ate citizens,
San Jose master plans include 9:30 p.m.
tions of the city, "by 2,010. we continued Machado, "The four. the city including the Crosstown,
lane residential artery is no longer Guadalupe, West Valley, Capitol 12 planning areas with adequatell Only freshmen who did not play
expect a population of 1,800,000.
"There are HO square miles with- serving its purpose and is becom- and Juniper Serra freev.-ays. A provisions for large lot residential on the freshman basketball team
portion of the latter is already zoning in the countryside areas may try wit for the teem which
in the city limits now and prob- ing a traffic entanglement."
such as Alum Rock, Evergreen awl will play Saturday night. Simhurg
The first county zoning plan was under construction.
ably will increase to 100 square
Almaden plus denser population said. Tryouts are the name day
LOT Sur HIT
miles by the end of 1963," said put forth in 1938 and accordink, to
Thomas, "the master plans for Machado, "this basic plan is still ! But even with the city advan- pro:isions in the central and other at 10 a.m. at the courts on Eighth
the future center around an even. good" as it was construed around tages of better thoroughfare pro- presently built-up areas.
and San Fernando Streets,
son jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

appelia choir will provide

1

75C

50

)eas Rep

.dnesda Y

Thology Topic
’rof’s Speech

Interlude

SPECIAL COLLEGE NIGHTS
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

99

Choice of entree includes Scup,

at the piano

Nightly

DOWNTOWN
BOWL

Ba -DAM’. .tit( t

’

her race to star at the Metropoli- musical lightness of Puccini:,
tan Opera, where she made an im- score.
Miss Price combines tasteful
pressive, rousing debut in "11
phrasing with expert music;]
Trovatore."
knowledge to bring forth the kind
Many already consider her
of Madame Butterfly Puccini
probably the finest female singer
probably intended. In the first. act
this country has produced.
Ishe sounds naive, but as the operaj
Miss Price lives up to this rep- continues one can here maturity
utation in her new recording for and heartbreak enter her singing1
RCA-Victor of Puccini’s, ever pop- as the action takes its tragic!
ular "Madame Butterfly."
turns.
With Miss Price singing, one will
Her new album is every bit as
successful as her earlier recording listen amazed and delighted to
of Verdi’s "Aida," a role for which such "operatic standards" as the
entrance of butterfly, the long
she has been justly acclaimed.
"Butterfly," like most overly love duet, the famous aria from
familiar operas is difficult to eval- the second act, "Un bel di," and
uate when a new recording ap- the moving scene of Butterfly’s
pears, precisely because of its death.
Ably assisting Miss Price are
familiarity.
tenor Richard Tucker as opera’s
One is apt to skip over details "bad boy,"
Lt. B. F. Pinkerton and 4
and listen only for musical "high Rosiland Elias
as Butterfly’s serv- sixits."
ant. Suzuki.
Miss Price brings the opera
Excellent sound reproduction
back into perspective, however. make RCA’s engineers perhaps the
Her voice, while leaning a bit to- real "stars" of this fine new album
wants the heavier operatic roles, that is apparently heading for the
is able to cope with the essential best seller list of opera recording-

Michael Keith

TRY our

STEAK

The Loot top singern,. whose recording of "Walk Right In" became an overnight hit in the
music field, will make their first
ioeal appearance when they play
on the final program of the first
annual Monterey Folk Festival,
May 17, 18, 19.
Erik Darling will lead the group
when it plays at 4:30 Sunday
afternoon, May 19.
Peter, Paul and Mary are the
featured performers Friday, May
17, at 9 p.m.
A Folk Talent Show is slated
for 1:30 p.m. Saturday, May 18,
and the Weavers will perform that
night at 8:30.
Special events will include the
Hootenannys, Song Swamps and a
series of Folk Symposiums.
All seats are reserved. Single
admissions went on sale Wednesday. They may be obtained from
the Wendell Watkins Ticket Agency in the Sherman Clay building
at 89 S. 1st St. ICY 3-6252t.
Matinee prices start at $4.25 per
ticket; evening performances begin
at $4.00 and up.

.+PARTAN TEMPO-7

May 3. IS63

.

I
3rd and Santa Clara
CY 7-7696

Studies Show
Belts Lessen
Auto Injuries

arcliies

steak house

Small Cities Battle San Jose’s Annexation Plan
DRI7 CHALLISERG
for no more commercial zoning
Santa Clara Valley has growing than already existed and set out
Pains.
to prove that commerce and inWith the txmulation growing by dustry were not necessary to mainold bounds, San Jose and tain the residential community.
cities within the county
The West Valley Improvement
ustantly poking their boun- group, now Saratogans, were condn’w, in every available direction fronted with abstention from the
as issir never-ending search for
north boundary orchardists.
Si,,. lives on,
"The orchardists claimed they
to be outdone, the small
wanted to continue their agriculi"inky residential areas fight
tural work and not take a chance
’tentacles"
of annexation
on being subdivided." reflected the
editor of a small daily paper in
SMALL CITIES EIGHT
west valley area, "but what
1956, outlying areas in the the
they really wanted was to hold
began to be conscious of
and sell their land for a higher
’ose’s push for further city out
price to industrial interests."
The fight against a future
CONG BATTLE
:oinonymity within the bowsAfter a long battle with the
dries became an overnight drive
far such communities as now =- orchardists and community memmain Saratoga and Monte Sereno. bers who could not realize the
These west valley areas, which threat of growing boundaries of
Ire now among the more exclu- surrounding cities. Saratoga besive living regions within the came an incorporated area.
eaunty, started their incorporation
Saratege’s dreams of having
moves with the hope of remaining large home building sltes and little
"countrified" without the seeralitc commercial area became a reality.
Of San ’lase commercial areas and The city has since proved that
enali-lot zoning.
it does not need the income of
commercial interests to exist.
htTRITGOLE BEGINS
The si niggle for incorporation
Contracts for fire and police
b’ttin in 1956. Planners allowed protection plus other public utili-

SA-SPARTAN DAILY

Chemists’ Computer
Can Be Seen Monda
IdaY MaY

it’onttnised from rag.: I )
are givMg encouragement to the
project.
"We strut by taking statements
from artists about what good art
is." Larsen explained, "and feed
this into the computer." The information must first be translated
into mathematics, as this is the
only language computers know.
"Such items as proportion, balance, and a center of interest are
what we ask the computer to wok
with," Mrs. Shogren added.
When the design instructions
come out, they look something like
an income tax table - - an array of
elcaely-spread numbers. "They may
be aesthetically pleasing to another computer, but they require
translation for human appreciation," Dr. Fessenden explained.

The artist. who usually k
Marvin Corm senior ehemis
jor, then takes the instruct
makes his own choice as ti
"But once you’ve assigned
to a number, you’ve got ’
with it," said Coon.
"We achieve some alleles
fects," he went on, "by
squares, rectangles, distorte
and triangles."
Does "computer art" ha
potential?
"Well, after my wife ’trat
one." Dr. Fessenden said, "a
it in the living room. Th
went out and bought a ne
cover and began to return
house," he quipped. "So I
there’s money in it for somi
If you’re curious, the S
Bookstore will begin dis;
schrtle "computer art" on

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
S.F. Folk Fest, May 24, Masonic Auct
pro. cy 8-4973 for tkts, and info.
AUTOMOT1VI 14/

Wanted: Swim lastrsefers
Guards. Severe country club os

867-1822 Calif. Aquatic
Hasher wanted: work 1 meal,
Actoy 91 So. 12th St.

19 Sprit* with hardtop, radio & heat,
HOUSINO (12)
Also 57 Morgan. 537-2684 after 4 p,wi
Male needed to share flat acre
1940 4 dr. Cadillac, exc. cond. $200. C7
ence Bld.ng. $25/mo. 298-520
7-0301. 607 N. lath.
Modern 1 bed, drapes. carpe’
’56 Ford 2 dr. V-8, stick with cd. go -O -Fe seasher dryer. $75 n
rend. $250 or best offer. Call 259-2106
P.M.
Allstate "compact" scooter Ilia

new.

Saddle bags for books. $200. Sea at 520
Page St SI.
Porsche ’SS rdstr, w/hardtop and extras
Call Larry, 294-2200.days.
Crow** ’56. Herd & soft top, V8, stict
Call Roc Burr,- 297-9981.
’59 Triumph.

--

Absoluie1,

new hr.,
81075. 2, .09. 502 Si..

1960 Corsair Coupe. ;

27000
40’

A^.

6.

’58 Comets*. 771; ’n 4 spd. $1900
Cer :N - tier trade. See at
46t
ir..
3.
’62 Visas 125 cc. A-I coed.. 3300 ri

Ca

-"’or S

p.m.. 377.1153.

BUSINESS SERVICES (I)
414ute Insurance for students 171ecine 248-

MERCHANDISE (16)
Matched Fisher Components, 8

stereo Amp & Mpx tuner (stereo
I mo. old, $169 ea. 258-0355.
Standard typewriters with stands.
r -:ton. I Royal, $75 ea. 269-572‘
Vaughn’s, 121 S. 4th. announces is
ide clearance of men’s clothier
--re than 50% off.
IS -speed racing bike, Campao
-anger ’needle bar operated. W*
T.:-ly $12.70. Dot% CY 7-1570.
Boss guitar A, Arnecican bike - b
---+tion. Cat 293.7392
T.V. for sale: RCA Victor table m
- $E"- 297-5209. 545 So, 7th No
For Sale: 8 lb. portable typewrite
025 297-8911.
H. garden A 300 30 watt amp. t
-e-sker system. $175. 253-22,
Attention Ho-dads: surfboard for

2420. Chet Bailey Ins, 385 So. Monroe
Street.
C.Y 7-6423.
Pry W. Long Insurance Counseling.
Northwestern Mut. Life rewards planning Golf Clubs: Saraten Ire’s. 1-9
with lowest net costs, guaranteed in NrIson Wo-ch 1 & 3. $35. Ca’!
suitability, strength of 106 years exper- ’7,1 7.5434
ience. 298-3700.
IMPLOTMENT (10)
Telephone solk;tor to
$176
-A 6
-

our
5,c

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Offl
with Check or Money Order

No Phone Orders
1207. 1.30-4:00, or
Send in Handy Order Blank

Andy Williams’ Aw Shucks’ Image Fails
As NBC Cancels Thursday Night Show

Friday, May 3, 1963

11--HPANTAN 11CMPO

Comedia Theater
To Stage Wildcat
"Wildcat," a period musical
about oil drilling in the Southwest
around 1912, when the big Texas
gushers were first being brought
In, will be at the Comedia Theatre in Menlo Park.
With Corinne Kason in its starring role of Wildcat Johnson, the
fiery gal intent on making a fortune in a scramble for wealth with
two-fisted men, the show will open
tonight at 8:30 at the company’s
theatre at 1300 El Camino Real.
It will play in repertory with
"Can-Can," which is presented on
Saturdays.
STRUCK OIL
This is the musical that definitely struck oil when it was produced in New York during the
1960-61 season. Lucille Ball played
the title role of a gal who could
wrestle a man to the floor with a
handshake. During its six-months
Broadway run, there was never an
empty seat; it closed only when
its star became ilL
At the very beginning of the
show Miss Kason makes her first
appearance by climbing from under her broken-down Stutz Bearcat, in bluejeans and a man’s shirt
open at the neck, with a wrench
in her hand and with an obvious
ability to use it as well as any
man. Except for only one interlude, she wears this mannish costume throughout the show - but
looks all the more feminine in the
get-up.
HAT DANCE INTERLUDE
Her one skirt-wearing interlude
Is for a fiesta when the show’s
famous Hat Dance, an explosive
affair with sombreros, Lt opts and
shakes the stage.

comedy "Can-Can," about the
struggle of cafe owner La Mome
Pistache to win legal sanction for
the can-can in 1860 Paris, begins
Its sixth month of performance.
Abe Burrows, author of the

book, who is also known for his
script of "Guys and Dolls" and
most recently "How To Succeed
In Business Without Really Trying," achieved one of his biggest
successes with "Can-Can" which
had a three-year run on the Broadway stage.
The Comedia production features Lila Lloyd in the leading
role of Pistache, with Shapleigh
Howell playing opposite her as
Judge Forrestiere, the young idealistic judge who fights the legal
battle against the naughty dance
at the same time as fighting falling in love with the lovely redheaded cafe owner.
’1

Yet anyone who watched Williams Thursday night, or any week
knows be is just no plowboy. He
may come from Wall Lake, Ia.,
but the very clothes he has sported
from the beginning of the series
are Fifth Avenue. It is a production oversight that has been glaring from September on.
suicide.
Rarely has a show failed with
it. Williams’
True, the singer is scheduled for so much going for
Two of his rega dozen one-hour programs in the voice is a delight.
1963-64 go-round. But NBC had
higher hopes, namely that he
would replace Perry Como, who
is easing off to six or seven shows
during the same period.
By RICK DU BROW
United Peens Internist/ma
HOLLYWOOD (UP)- Now that
Andy Williams’ Thursday night
series on NBC-TV has been cancelled as a weekly event next season, It seems safe to describe the
show’s passing as a clear ease of

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

-Inanizareingreal"ungfinds. sArnri71 ritlitirc7Ihheretvi
been plenty of hig-ndit,
1,tiests
eachweek
But the fact that the
producer, Kob Finkel,
to
desired,
a
oube
murailre,
aiSatiOled
h:"PgUidelhiMI
from being named to put t,a
the
Emmy awards shovv ’rhat’s Holly
wood.

QUALITY BEEF STEAKS
Broiled to Your Specifications

And for Williams’ sponsors and
his brain trust, a usually intelligent group of men, the entire experience of how they gimmicked
themselves into defeat - by trying
to palm off their swinging star as
an aw-shucks cornfed type-should
offer them some lessons to remember.

Visit Our

LARIAT
Room
Soon

IC,

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
you will make if a must to visit Angelo’s Steak House
Come in and insure yourself of fine dining you .01

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Wilda
Baughn

ANGELO’S

AL’S 8
EARL’S

garden
5,’. h.’.

ii: h

CY
1\1110/ IVY n’ 111’./

STEAK HOUSE

38 S. 3rd

Ciiy Afirau

51 So. Market
hi

FREE
PARK!

Fri. & Sat. Nites

and Her Piano

.
:I.. 51, 5,. Ii

want to enjoy again and again.

Don Merley
Hofbrau Band

72 E. SANTA CLARA

7-2002
IVY &VI

t

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

From her first number, "Hey,
Look Me Over," that she begins
with the wrench in her hand and
ends by beating a big bass drum,
Miss Kason’s role takes her into
the renowned duet, "What Takes
My Fancy," with John Allan as
a grimy, lively old bum on whose
land she wants to drill for oil.
The story of this fandango about
wildcatting for oil along the Mexican border tangles its spitfire
heroine with the brawling foreman she employs to run her drilling-rig, a roughneck called Dynamite Joe, to be sung and acted
here by Dean MacLaine.
Cole Porter’s exciting musical

Two s

IACCOS
Don’t be timid. Don’t be shy. Join the crowd.

Walk Right In, Sit Right Down

Opening With

and order from five special combination dinners thou
fill your stomach without emptying your wallet,

A

Rolf Cahn ... Fri., May 3

orie of the good eating selections

Perry Lederman
and
Al Young ... Sat.. May 4

RICE or BEANS
SALAD

TAMALE
TACO

Open Wed, Thru Sun.
8 p.m. to 2 p.m.

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus.
frangipanni. or any other sensible thing, just fill out if
ndy order form, clip it, and send it with a check
to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, St
JO! State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads mu
be
b
:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

ular singing groups II"’
Christy Minstrels ace the NeW
halt

89c

the offstage
Folk Music Theater
970 S. First St.

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

Check a Classification:
Announcements
Business Services’ lestruttlee
Automotive
Housing
Merchandise
Print your ad here:

SPECIAL

ALL STt DEVI’S ARE INVITED

Girl’s "Tennies"

Trophies %sill he presented to

Black 8i White Canvas
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

Starting Date
Enclosed

Run Ad For 2/2/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Check No,

the Pushcart Relay Race Winners.

Black - White
& Beige Cord

Tickets: ..,31.23 per emiple Dress: Informal

5i

Address
City

a

Phone

Sizes
4th 10

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addt1 line

1
1
’

One time
50t a line

Three times
25t a line

Five times
204 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CY 44414, M. 2011,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

$3.95 VAIiir

297

Ticketsjil be on sale in front of the, Cafeteria and the Bookstore Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, May 7th, 8th, and

9th.

Fein for everyone! See you there!

439 SO. FIRST ST.
Ope Mnotday. Thersday.
& Frisky Nights
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